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Bill No. 8 	 Income Tax Bill 	 1997 

THE INCOME TAX BILL, 1997. 

MEMORANDUM 

1. The Income Tax Bill 1997, sets out to achieve the 
following main objectives: 

to consoladate the existing income tax legislation; 

to reform and modernise the income tax provisions; 

to simplify the income tax code so as to ease 
administration for both Uganda Revenue 
Authority and the taxpayers; and 

to facilitate access by the general public, especially 
taxpayers, professionals and educators, to the text 
of the law. 

2. A consolidation of the Income Tax law is necessary 
because the original Decree of 1974 has been amended so many 
times. Copies of the original Decree and the many amendments 
thereto are also difficult to get, which makes understanding and 
administration of the law difficult. This is contrary to a cardinal 
tax principle that tax law must be easily ascertainable. The 
consolidation in this Bill assembles all income taxprovisions in 
one law and puts all the tax rates together in one Schedule of the 
Bill. 



The Bill also sets out to modernise and reform the law 
in important respects. For business enterprises, in particular, all 
the tax provisions are now incorporated in the Bill with 
consequential repeal of tax provisions in other laws, especially 
the Investment Code 1991. The tax regime for businesses is also 
being significantly modernised and brought more into line with 
international practice. 

An important objective in the Income Tax Bill is to 
simplify the law and make its provisions as clear as possible to 
eliminate doubt and disputes about the interpretation of the law. 

J. S. MAYANJA-NKANGI, 
Minister of Finance. 
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A BILL for an Act 

ENTITLED 

THE INCOME TAX ACT, 1997 

An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to income 
tax and for other connected purposes. 

BE IT ENACTED by Parliament as follows: 

PART i—PRELiMINARY. 

(1) This Act may be cited as the Income Tax Act, 1997. Short tide 
and 
commencc 

(2) This Act shall be deemed to have come into force on ment.  

1st July, 1997. 

This Act applies to years of income commencing on or AppIicatio 

after 1st July 1997. 

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires— 	inter- 
pretation. 

"amateur sporting association" means an association 
whose sole or main object is to foster or control 
any athletic sport or game and whose members 
Consist only of amateur sports persons or affiliated 
associations, the members of which consist only of 
amateur sports persons; 
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"approved" means approved by the Minister under 
regulations made under section 165; 

"assessed loss" has the meaning in section 39; 

"assessment" means- 

the ascertainment of the chargeable income of, 
and the amount of tax payable on it by, a 
taxpayer for a year of income under this Act, 
including a deemed assessment under 
section 97; 

the ascertainment of the gross rental income of, 
and the amount of tax payable on it by, an 
individual for a year of income under this 
Act; 

the ascertainment of the amount of penal tax 
payable by a person under this Act; or 

any decision of the Commissioner which, under 
this Act, is subject to objection and appeal; 

"associate" has the meaning in section 4; 

"building society" means a building society registered 
Cap. 91. 	 under the Building Societies Act; 

"business" includes any trade, profession, vocation, or 
adventure in the nature of trade, but does not 
include employment; 

"business asset" means an asset which is used or held 
ready for use in a business, and includes any asset 
held for sale in a business and any asset of a 
partnership or company; 

"business debt" means- 

(a) in the case of a debtor- 

10 
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a debt obligation, the proceeds of which 
are used to acquire a business asset or 
to incur.an expense of a business; or 

a debt obligation arising, as a result of 
being given time to pay, on the 
acquisition of a business asset or the 
incurring of an expense of a business; 
or 

any debt obligation of a partnership or 
company; or 

(b) in the case of a creditor, any debt obligation 
owed to the creditor that was entered into or 
arose in the course of the creditor's business; 

"business income" has the meaning in section 19; 

"chargeable income" has the meaning in section 16; 

"chargeable trust income" has the meaning in section 71; 

"Commissioner" means 
appointed under the 
Statute; 

the Commissioner-General 
Uganda Revenue Authority Statute No 

6 of 1991. 

"company" means a body of persons corporate or 
unncorporate, whether created or recognised 
under the law in force in Uganda or elsewhere, and 
a unit trust, but does not include any other trust or 
a partnership; 

"cost base", in relation to an asset, has the meaning in 
section 53; 

"court" means a court of competent jurisdiction; 

"currency point" represents the amount in Uganda 
Shillings prescribed in the Eighth Schedule; 

11 
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"debenture" includes any debenture stock, mortgage, 
mortgage stock, loan, loan stock, or any similar 
instrument acknowledging indebtedness, whether 
secured or unsecured; 

"debt obligation" means an obligation to make a 
repayment of money to another person, including 
accounts payable and the obligations arising under 
promissory notes, bills of exchange, and bonds; 

"dependant", in relation to a member of a retirement 
fund, means a spouse of the member, any child, 
including an adopted child, of the member who is 
under the age of eighteen years, or any other 
relative of the member who the Commissioner is 
satisfied relies on the member for support; 

"depreciable asset" means any plant or machinery, or 
any implement, utensil, or similar article, which is 
wholly or partly used, or held ready for use, by a 
person in the production of income included in 
gross income and which is likely to lose value 
because of wear and tear, or obsolescence; 

"disposal" has the meaning in section 52; 

"dividend" includes- 

(a) where a company issues debentures or 
redeemable preference shares to a 
shareholder- 

(i) in respect of which the shareholder gave 
no consideration, an amount equal to 
the greater of the nominal or 
redeemable value of the debentures or 
shares; or 

12 
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(ii) in respect of which the shareholder gave 
consideration which is less than the 
greater of the nominal or redeemable 
value, an amount equal to the excess; 

any distribution upon redemption or 
cancellation of a share, or made in the course 
of liquidation, in excess of the nominal value 
of the share redeemed, cancelled, or subject 
to liquidation; 

in the case of a partial return of capital, any 
payment made in excess of the amount by 
which the nominal value of the shares was 
reduced; 

in the case of a reconstruction of a company, 
any payment made in respect of the shares in 
the company in excess of the nominal value 
of the shares before the reconstruction; or 

the amount of any loan, the amount of any 
payment for an asset or services, the value of 
any asset or services provided, or the amount 
of any debt obligation released, by a 
company to, or in favour of, a shareholder of 
the company or an associate of a shareholder 
to the extent to which the transaction is, in 
substance, a distribution of profits, 

but does not include a distribution made by a building society; 

"employee" means an individual engaged in employment; 

"employer" means a person who employs or 
remunerates an employee; 

"employment" means- 

(a) the position of an individual in the employment 
of another person; or 

13 
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a directorship of a company; or 

a position entitling the holder to a fixed or 
ascertainable remuneration; or 

the holding or acting in any public office; 

"employment income" has the meaning in section 20; 

"exempt organisation" means any company, institution, 
or irrevocable tthst- 

(a) which is- 

an amateur, sporting association; 

a religious, charitable, or educational 
institution of a public character; or 

a trade union, employees' association, 
an association of employers registered 
under any law of Uganda, or an 
assóciati6n established for the purpose 
of promoting farming, mining, 
tourism,.rnanufacturing, or commerce 
and industry in Uganda; and 

(b) which has been issued with a written ruling by 
the Coniniissioner currently in force stating 
that it is anexempt organisation; and 

(c) none of the income or assets of which confers, 
or may confer, a private benefit on any 
person; 

"farming" means pastoral aHculttiraLPlantation ,  
horticultural, or other similar operations;. 

"financial institution" mazisanyperson carrying on the 
business of receiving funds from the public or from 
members through the acceptance of money 
deposits, repayable upon demaiidl after a fixed 
period, of after n'tice,' of any similar operation 

14 
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through the sale or placement of bonds, 
certificates, notes, or other securities, and the use 
of such funds either in wholi or part for loans, 
investments, or any other operation autliorised 
either by law or by customary banking practices, 
for the account and at therisk of the person doing 
such business; 

"foreign-source income" means any income which is 
not derived from sources in Uganda; 

"gross income" has the meaning in Section iS; 

"gross rental income", in relation to an individual for a 
year of income, means the total amount of rent 
derived by the individual for the year of income 
from the lease of immovable property in Uganda 
by the individual without deduction for any 
expenditures and losses incurred by the individual 
in respect of the property; 

'gross turnover", in relation to a resident taxpayer for a 
year of income, means- 

the amount shown in the recognised accounts 
of the taxpayer as the gross proceeds derived 
in carrying on a business or businesses 
during 'the year of income, including the 
gross proceeds arising from the disposal of 
trading stock, without deduction for 
expenditures or losses incurred in deriving 
that amount; and 	- 

the amount, if any, shown in the recognised 
accounts of the taxpayer as the amount by 
which the sum of the gains derived by the 
taxpayer during the year of income from the 
disposal of business assets, other than 
trading stock, exceeds the losses incurred by 
the taxpayer during the year in respect of the 
disposal of such assets; 

15 
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"incapacitated person" means a resident individual 
adjudged under a'law in Uganda to be in a state of 
unsoundiless of mind; 

"incapacitated person's trust", means a trust established 
for, the benefit of an incapacitated person; 

"industrial building" means any building which is 
wholly or partly used, or held ready for use, by a 
person in- 

manufacturing operations; 

researh and - development into ' improied or 
new methods of iianufacture; 

mining operations; 

an approved hotel business; or 

an approved hOSpital; 

"interest" includes- 

any payment, including a discount or premium, 
made 'under a debt obligation which is not a 
return of capital; 

any swap or other Payments  functionally 
equivalent to interest;. 

any commitment, guarantee, or service fee paid 
in respect of a debt obligation or swap 
agreement; or 

a 'distribution by a building society; 

"life insurance business" has the meaning in subsection 
(3) of sectiOn 17; 

"listed institution" 'means an institution listed in the 
First Schedule to this Act; 

16 
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"local authority" means any public body established 
under a law of Uganda and having control over the 
expenditure of revenue derived from rates or taxes 
imposed by law upon the residents of the areas for 
which that body is established; 

"local council" has the same meaning as in the Local Act No.1 
•  Governments Act 1997; 	 of 1997. 

 

"manufacturing" means the substantial transiormation 
of tangible movable property, including power 
generation and water supply; 

"Minister" means the Minister responsible for Finance; 

"mineral" has the same meaning as in the Mining Act; cap. 248. 

"mining operations" includes every method or process 
by which any mineral is won from the soil or from 
any substance or constituent of the soil; 

"natural resource payment" means- 

a payment, including a premium or like 
payment, made as consideration for the right 
to take minerals or a living or non-living 
resource from the land; or 

a payment calculated in whole or in part by 
reference to the quantity or value of minerals 
or a living or non-living resource taken from 
the land; 

"nominal value", in relation to a share or debenture, 
means the paid-up amount of the share or face 
value of the debenture, including any premium 
paid in respect of the share or debenture; 

"non-resident person" has the mean ng in section 15; 

"partnership" means an association of persons carrying 
on business for joint profit; 

17 
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"payment" includes any amount paid or payable in cash 
or kind, and any other means of conferring value or 
benefit, on a person; 

"person" includes an individual, a partnership, a trust, a 
company, a retirement fund, a government, a 
political subdivision of a government, and a listed 
institution; 

"property income" has the meaning in section 21; 

"provisional taxpayer" means a person liable for 
provisional tax under section 112; 

"relaiive", in relation to an individual, means- 

an ancestor, a descendant of any of the 
grandparents, or an adopted child, of the 
individual, or of a spouse of the individual; 
or 

a spouse of the individual or of any person 
specified in paragraph (a); 

"rent" means any payment, including a premium or like 
amount, made as consideration for the use or 
occupation of, or the right to use or occupy, land or 
buildings; 

"resident company" has the meaning in section 11; 

"resident individual" has the meaning in section 10; 

"resident partnership" has the meaning in section 13; 

"resident person" means a resident individual, resident 
company, resident partnership, resident trust, 
resident retirement fund, the Government of 
Uganda, or a political subdivision of the 
Government of Uganda; 

18 
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"resident retirement fund" has the meaning in section 
14; 

"resident taxpayer" means a taxpayer who is a resident 
person; 

"resident trust" has the meaning in section 12; 

"retirement fund" means a pension or provident fund 
established as a permanent fund maintained solely 
for either or both of the following purposes- 

the provision of benefits for members of the 
fund in the event of retirement; or 

the provision of benefits for dependants of 
members in the event of the death of the 
member; 

"royalty" means- 

(a) any payment, including a premium or like 
amount, made as consideration for- 

the use of, or right to use, any patent, 
design, trademark, or copyright, or 
any model, pattern, plan, formula, or 
process, or any property or right of a 
similar nature; 

the use of, or right to use- 

any motion picture film; 

any video or audio material, 
whether stored on film, tape, 
disc, or other medium, for use 
in connection with television or 
radio broadcasting; or 

UO 
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(C) any sound recording or advertising 
matter connected with material 
referred to in sub-sub-
paragraphs (A) or (B); 

the use of, or the right to use, or the 
receipt of, or right to receive, any 
video or audio material transmitted by 
satellite., cable, optic fibre, or similar 
technology for use in connection with 
television or radio broadcasting; 

the imparting of, or undertaking to 
impart, any scientific, technical, 
industrial, or commercial knowledge 
or inforthatioi 

the use of, or-rightto use, any tangible 
movable property; 

the rendering of, or the undertaking to 
render, assistance ancillary to a matter 
referred to in sub-paragraphs (i)-(v); 
or 

a total or partial forbearance with 
respect to a matter referred to in sub-
paragraphs (i)-(vi); Or 

(b) any gain on the disposal of any right or 
property referred to in paragraph (a); 

"substituted year of income" has the meaning in section 40; 

"swap agreement" means an arrangement between a 
person who has incurred a debt obligation with a 
floating interest rate and a person who has incurred 
•a debt obligation with a fixed interest rate under 
which the persons agree to exchange their interest 
• obligations;. 
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"swap payment" meanajrnyment made under a swap 
agreement; 

"tax" means any tax imposed under this Act; 

"tax-exempt employer" means an employer whose 
income is exempt from tax; 

"taxpayer" means any person who derives an amount 
subject to tax under this Act and includes- 

any person who incurs an assessed loss for a 
year of income; or 

for the purposes of any. provision relating to a 
return, any person required by this Act to 
furnish such a return; 

"trading stock" includes anything produced, 
manufactured, purchased, or otherwise acquired 
for manufacture, sale, or exchange, as well as 
consumable stores; 

"transitional year of income" has the meaning in section 
40 

"trust" means any arrangement affecting property in 
relation to which thee is a trustée; 

"trustee" includes- 

any person appointed or constituted as such by 
act of parties, by will, by order or declaration 
of any court, or by operation of the law; 

an executor, administrator, tutor, or curator; 

a liquidator or judicial manager; 

any person having the administration or control 
of property subject to a trust; 

21 
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any person acting in a fiduciary capacity; 

any person having, either in a private or official 
capacity, the possession, direction, control, 
or management of any property of a person 
under a legal disability; 

any person who manages assets under a private 
foundation or other similar arrangement; 

"underlying ownership", in relation to a person other 
than an individual, means an interest held in, or 
over, the person directly or indirectly through 
interposed companies, partnerships, or trusts by an 
individual or by a person not ultimately owned by 
individuals; 

"unit trust" means a unit trust registered or required to 
be registered as Parliament may by law prescribe; 
and 

"year of income" means the period of twelve months 
ending on 30th June, and includes a substituted 
year of income and a transitional year of income. 

Associate. 	 4. (1) For the purposes of this Act, where any person, not 
being an employee, acts in accordance with the directions, 
requests, suggestions, or wishes of another person whether or not 
they are in a business relationship and whether those directions, 
requests, suggestions, or wishes are communicated to the first-
mentioned person, both persons are treated as associates of each 
other. 

(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), the 
following are treated as an associate of a person- 

(a) a relative of the person, unless the Commissioner is 
satified that neither person acts in accordance 
with the directions, requests, suggestions, or 
wishes of the other person; 

22 
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a partner of the person, unless the Commissioner.is  
satisfied that neither person acts in accordance 
with the directions, requests, suggestions, or 
wishes of the other person; 

a partnership in which the person is a partner where 
the person, either alone or together with an 
associate or associates under another application 
of this section, controls fifty per cent or more of 
the rights to income or capital of the partnership; 

the trustee of a trust under which the person, or an 
associate under another application of this 
section, benefits or may benefit; 

a company in which the person, either alone or 
together with an associate or associates under 
another application of this section, controls fifty 
per cent or more of. the voting power in the 
company either directly or through one or more 
interposed companies, partnerships, or trusts; 

where the person is a partnership, a partner in the 
partnership who, either alone or together with an 
associate or associates under another application 
of this section, controls fifty per cent or more of 
the rights to income or capital of the partnership; 

where the person is the tustee of a trust, any other 
person who benefits or may benefit under the 
trust; or 

where the person is a company- 

i) a person who, either alone or together with an 
• associate or issociates tinder another 

application of this section, controls fifty per 
cent or more of the voting power in the 
company, either directly or through one or 
more interposed companies, partnerships, 
or trusts; or 

23 
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(ii) another company in which the person referred 
to in sub-paragraph (i), either alone or 
together with an associate or associates 
under another application of this section, 
controls fifty per cent or more of the voting 
power in that other company, either directly 
or through one or more interposed 
companies, partnerships, or trusts. 

PART H—IMPOSITION OF TAX. 

Income tax 	S. (1) Subject to, and in accordance with this Act, a tax to 
imposed. 	be known as income tax shall be charged for each year of income 

and is hereby imposed on every person who has chargeable 
income for the year of income. 

(2) Subject to subsections (4) and (5), the income tax 
payable by a taxpayer for a year of income is calculated by 
appiying the relevant rates of tax determined under this Act to 
the chargeable income of the taxpayer for the year of income and 
from the resulting amount are subtracted any tax credits allowed 
to the taxpayer for the year of income. 

(3) Where a taxpayer is allowed more than one tax 
credit for a year of income, the credits shall be applied in the 
following order- 

the foreign tax credit allowed under section 82; then 

the tax credit allowed under section 129; then 

the tax credit allowed under subsection (8) of section 
112. 

(4) Where the gross income of a taxpayer for a year of 
income consists exclusively of employment income derived 
from a single employer from which tax has been withheld as 
required under section 117, the income tax payable by the 
taxpayer for the year of income is the amount equal to the sum 
of the amounts required to be withheld from such income under 
section 117. 
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(5) Subject to subsection (7), where the gross turnover 
of a resident taxpayer for a year of income derived from carrying 
on a business or businesses is less than fifty million shillings, the 
income tax payable by the taxpayer for the year of income shall 
be determined in accordance with the Second Schedule, unless 
the taxpayer elects by notice in writing to the Commissioner for 
subsection (2) to apply; and- 

the tax shall be a fmal tax on the business income of 
the taxpayer; 

no deductions shall be allowed under this Act for 
expenditures or losses incurred in the production 
of the business income; and 

no tax credits allowed under this Act shall be used to 
reduce the tax payable on the business income of 
the taxpayer, except as provided in the Second 
Schedule. 

(6) An election under subsection (5) must be lodged 
with the Commissioner by the due date for the taxpayer's return 
for the year of income to which it relates. 

(7) Subsection (5) does not apply to a resident taxpayer 
who is in the business of providing medical, dental, architectural, 
engineering, accounting, legal, or other professional services, 
public entertainment services, public utility services, or 
construction services. 

6. (1) Subject to, and in accordance with this Act, a tax Gro 

shall be charged for each year of income and is hereby imposed , 
on every individual who has gross rental income for the year of 
income. 

(2) The tax payable by an individual under this section 
for a year of income is calculated by applying the relevant rates 
of tax determined under subsection (2) of section 7 to the gross 
rental income derived by the individual for the year. 
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(3) The tax imposed under this section on an individual 
is separate from the tax imposed under section 5 and- 

the gross rental income of the individual shall not be 
included in the gross income of the individual for 
any year of income; 

expenditures and losses incurred by the individual in 
the production of the gross rental income shall not 
be allowed as a deduction under this Act for any 
year of income and 

the tax payable by a resident individual under this 
section shall not be reduced by any tax credits 
allowed to the individual under this Act. 

(4) In this Section, "year of income" means the period of 
twelve months ending on 30th June. 

Rates of Tax. 

of tax 	 7. (1) The chargeable income of an individual for a year at 

Fndlvidtmis. income is charged to income tax at the rates prescribed in Part I 
of the Third Schedule. 

(2) The gross rental.income ofa residentindividual for 
a year of income is charged to gross rentaJ tax at the rate 
prescribed in Part VI of the Third Schedule. 

ate of 	 8. The chargeable income of a company for a year of 
OIflC 	income is charged to income tax at the rateprescribedin Part H 

.ompanies. of the Third Schedule. 

bate of 	 .9. (1) Subject to subsections (2)and (3), a trustee of a trust 
is charged to tax at the rate prescribed in Part ifi of the Third 

nd 	 Schedule on the chargeable trust income of the trust for a year of 
Uremcnt 

hnIs. 	income. 
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(2) A trustee of a trust being the estate of a deceased 
taxpayer who, at the date of death, was a resident individual, is 
charged to tax on the chargeable trust income of,the 5 trust at the 
rates prescribed in Part I of the Third Schedule for- 

the year of income in which death occurred; and 

the following year of income. 

(3) A trustee of an incapacitated person's trust is 
charged to tax at the rates prescribed in Part I of the Third 
Schedule on the chargeable trust income of the trust for a year of 
income. 

(4) The chargeable income of a retirement fund for a 
year of income is charged to tax at the rate prescribed in Part IV 
of the Third schedule. 

PART 111—RESIDENTS AND NON-RESIDENTS. 

10. (1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), an individual is a Resident 

resident individual for a year of income if that individual— indtvduaJ 

(a) has a permanent home in Uganda; 

(b) is present in Uganda- 

for a period of, or periods amounting in 
aggregate to, 183 days or more in any 
twelve-month period that commences or 
ends duhng the year of income; or 

during the year of income and in each of the 
two preceding years of income for periods 
averaging more than 122 days in each 
such year of income; or 

(c) is an employee or official of the Government of 
Uganda posted abroad during the year of income. 
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An individual who is a resident individual under 
subsection (1) for a year of income, in this sdction referred to as 
the "current year of income"; but who was not a resident 
individual for the preceding year of income is treated as a 
resident individual in the current year of income only for the 
period commencing on the day on which the individual was first 
present in Uganda. 

An individual who is a resident individual for the 
current year of income but who is not a resident individual for 
the following year of income is treated as a resident individual in 
the current year of income only for the period ending on the last 
day on which the individual was present in Uganda. 

Resident 	 11. A company is a resident company for a year of income 
company. 	if it- 

is incorporated or formed under the laws of Uganda; 

has its management and control exercised in Uganda 
at any time during the year of income; or 

undertakes the majority of its operations in Uganda 
during the year of income. 

Residcni 	 12. A trust is a resident trust for a year of income if- 
ITUSt. 

the trust was established in Uganda; 

at any time during the year of income, a trustee of 
the trust was a resident person; or 

the trust has its management and control exercised in 
Uganda at any time during the year of income. 

Resident 	 13. A partnership is a resident partnership for a year of 
pthu5P, income if, at any tim1'e during that year, a partner in the 

partnership was a resident person, 
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14. A retirement fund is a resident retirement fund for a Rcsidcnt 
renrement 

i year of income if t 	 fund. 

is organised under the laws of Uganda; 

is operated for the principal purpose of providing 
retirement benefits to resident individuals; or 

has its management and control exercised in Uganda 
at any time during the year of income. 

15. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a person is a non-resident Non-

person for a year of income if the person is not a resident person 
for that year. 

(2) Where subsection (2) or (3) of section 10 applies, an 
individual is a non-resident person for that part of the year of 
income in which the individual is not a resident individual. 

PART IV—CHARGEABLE INCOME. 

16. Subject to section 17, the chargeable income of a person Chle 

for a year of income is the gross income of the person for the 
year less total deductions allowed under this Act for the year. 

17. (1) The chargeable income of a person for a year of Chargeable 

income arising from the carrying on of a short-term insurance income 

business is determined in accordance with the Fourth Schedule. insurance 
business. 

Where a person to whom subsection (1) applies 
derives income charged to tax other than income arising from the 
carrying on of a short-term insurance business for a year of 
income, the chargeable income determined under subsection (1) 
is added to that other income for the purposes of determining the 
person's total chargeable income for the year of income. 

In this section, 
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"insurance business" means the business of, or in 
relation to the issue of, or the undertaking of 
liability under, life policies, or to make good or 
indemnify the insured against any loss or damage, 
including liability to pay damages or compensation 
contingent upon• the happening of a specified 
event; 

"life insurance business" means business of any of the 
following classes- 

effecting, carrying out, and issuing policies on 
- human life or contracts to pay annuities on 

human life; 

effecting, carrying out, and issuing contracts of 
insurance against the risk of the person 
insured sustaining injury or dying as the 
result of an accident or of an accident of a 
specific class, or becoming incapacitated in 
consequence of disease or of diseases of 
specified classes, being contracts that are 
expressed to be in effect for a period of not 
less than five years or without limit of time 
and either are not expressed to be terminable 
by the insurer before the expiry of five years 
from taking effect or are expressed to be so 
terminable before the expiry of such period 
only in special circumstances specified in 
the contract; or 

effecting, carrying out, and issuing of insurance 
whether effected by the issue of policies, 
bonds, endowment certificates, or otherwise, 
whereby, in return for one or more premiums 
paid to the insurer, an amount or series of 
amounts is to become payable to the insurer 
in the future, not being such contracts as fall 
within paragraph (a) or (b), and 
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"short-term insurance business" means any insurance 
business which is not a life insurance business. 

Gross Income. 

18. (1) Subject to this Act, the gross income of a person for Gross 

a year of income is the total amount of— 	 lflCOmC. 

business income; 

employment income; and 

property income, 

derived during the year by the person, other than income exempt 
from tax. 

For the purposes of subsection (I)- 

() the gross income of a resident person includes 
income derived from all geographical sources; 
and 

(b) the gross income of a non-resident person includes 
only income derived from sources in Uganda. 

Unless this Act provides otherwise, Part V, which 
deals with tax accounting principles, applies in determining 
when an amount is derived for the purposes of this Act. 

19. (1) Business income means any income derived by a Business 

person in carrying on a business and includes the following tflCQmC. 

amounts, whether of a revenue or capital nature- 

(a) the amount of any gain, as determined under Part VI 
which deals with gains and losses on disposal of 
assets, derived by a person on the disposal of a 
business asset, or on the satisfaction or 
cancellation of a business debt, whether or not the 
asset or debt was on revenue or capital account; 
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any amount derived by a person as consideration for 
accepting a restriction on the person's capacity to 
carry on business; 

the gross proceeds derived by a person from the 
disposal of trading stock; 

any amount included in the business income of the 
person under any other Section of this Act; 

the vaJue of any gifts derived by a person in the 
course of, or by virtue of, a past, present, or 
prospective business relationship; 

interest derived by a person in respect of trade 
receivables or by a person engaged in the 
business of banking or money lending; and 

rent derived by a person whose business is wholly or 
mainly the holding or letting of property. 

An amount included in business income under 
paragraph W or (g) of subsection (I), retains its character as 
interest or rent for the purposes of any section of this Act 
referring to such income. 

Where, as a result of any concession granted by, or 
a compromise made with, a taxpayer's creditors in the course of 
an insolvency, the taxpayer derives a gain on the cancellation of 
a business debt, subsection (3) of section 39 applies in lieu of 
including the gain in the business income of the taxpayer under 
subsection (1). 

In this section, "business asset" does not include 
trading stock or a depreciable asset. 

Employ- 	20. (1) Subject to this section, employment income means 
any income deriyed by an employee from any employment and 
includes the following amounts, whether of a revenue or capital 
nature- 
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any wages, salary, leave pay, payment in lieu of 
leave, overtime pay, fees, commission, gratuity, 
bonus, or the amount of any travelling, 
entertainment, utilities, cost of living, housing, 
medical, or other allowance; 

the value of any benefit granted; 

the amount of any discharge or reimbursement by an 
employer of expenditure incurred by an 
employee, other than expenditure incurred by an 
employee on behalf of the employer which serves 
the proper business purposes of the employer; 

any amount derived as compensation for the 
termination of any contract of employment, 
whether or not provision is made in the contract 
for the payment of such compensation, or any 
amount derived which is in commutation of 
amounts due under any contract of employment; 

any amount paid by a tax-exempt employer as a 
premium for insurance on the life of the employee 
and which insurance is for the benefit of the 
employee or any of his or her dependants; 

Ct) any amount derived as consideration for the 
employee's agreement to any conditions of 
employment or to any changes in his or her 
conditions of employment; 

(g) the amount by which the value of shares issued to an 
employee under an employee share acquisition 
scheme at the date of issue exceeds the 
consideration, if any, given by the employee for 
the shares including any amount given as 
consideration for the grant of a right or option to 
acquire the shares; 
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(h) the amount of any gain derived by an employee on 
disposal of a right or option to acquire shares 
under an employee share acquisition scheme. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the employment 
income of an employee does not include- 

(a) the cost incurred by the employer of afly passage to 
or from Uganda-. in respect of the employee's 
appointment or termination of employment where 
the employee- 

was recruited or engaged outside Uganda; 

is in Uganda solely for the purpose of serving 
the employer; and• 

'(iii) is'nOt a citizen-of Uganda; or 

(b) ay reimbursement Or discharge•of the employee's 
- medical exenses; 

(ci except where paragraph (é) of subsection (1) applies, 
any amount paid a•a premium for insurance on 
the life of the employee and vv'hich insurance is 
for the .benefit ofthe employee or any of his or 
her dependants; 

(d) any allowance,given for, or a reimbursement or 
discharge of expenditure incurred by the 
employee on 

(z)fravèl épenses; or 

(ii) meals: and refreshment while undertaking 
travel; 

in the course of performing duties of employment; 
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(e) the value of any meal or refreshment provided by the 
employer to the employee in premises operated 
by, or on behalf of the employer solely for the 
benefit of employees and which is available to all 
full-time employees on equal terms; 

(f any benefit granted by the employer to the employee 
during a month, where the total value of the 
benefits provided by the employer to the 
employee for the month is less than ten thousand 
shillings; or 

(g) any contribution or similar payment made to a 
retirement fund for the benefit of the employee or 
any of his or her dependents. 

For the purposes of this section, the value of any 
benefit is determined in accordance with the Fifth Schedule. 

Where the amount to which paragraph (d) of 
subsection (I) applies is paid by an employer to an employee 
who has been in the employment of the employer for ten years 
or more, the amount included in employment income is 
calculated according to the following formula- 

A x 75% 

where A is the total amount derived by the employee to which 
paragraph (d) of subsection (1) applies. 

For the purposes of subsection (2), a director of a 
company is only a full-time employee of the company if the 
director- 

(a) is required to devote substantially the whole of his 
or her time to the service of the company in a 
managerial or technical capacity; and 
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(b) does not have an interest of more than five per cent 
in the underlying ownership of the company. 

(6) For the purposes of this section, an amount or 
benefit is derived in respect of employment if it- 

is provided by an employer or by a third party 
under an arrangement with the employer or an 
associate of the employer; 

is provided to an employee or to an associate of an 
employee; and 

is provided in respect of past, present, or 
prospective employment. 

(7) An amount excluded from the employment income 
of an employee under subsection (2) or (4) is exempt income of 
the employee. 

(8) In this section- 

"employee share acquisition scheme" means an 
agreement or arrangement under which- 

a company is required to issue shares in the 
company to employees of the company or of an 
associated company; or 

a company is required to issue shares to a trustee of 
a trust and under the trust deed the trustee is 
required to transfer the shares to employees of the 
company or of an associated company; and 

"medical expenses" includes a premium or other 
amount paid for medical insurance. 
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21. (1) Property income means— 	 Propci1y 
income. 

any dividends, interest, annuity, natural resource 
payments, rents, royalties and any other payment 
derived by a person from the provision, use, or 
exploitation of property; 

the value of any gifts derived by a person in 
connection with the provision, use, or 
exploitation of property; 

the total amount of any contrib.utions made to a 
retirement fund during a year of income by a tax-
exempt employer; and 

any other income derived by a person, 

but does not include any amount which is business, employment 
or exempt income. 

(2) An amount included in property income under 
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) retains its character as dividends, 
interest, annuity, natural resource payment, rent, or royalties for 
the purposes of any section of the Act referring to such income. 

Exempt Income. 

22. (1) The following amounts are exempt from tax— 	Exemp4 
income. 

the income of a listed institution; 

the income of any organisation or person entitled to 
privileges under the Diplomatic Privileges Act to Act No.2 

the extent provided in the regulations and orders of '' 

made under that Act; 

the official employment income derived by a person 
in the public service of the government of a 
foreign country provided- 
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the person is either a non-resident person or is 
a resident individual solely by reason of 
performing such service; 

(ii)the income is payable from the public funds of 
that country; and 

(iii) the income is subject to tax in that country; 

any allowance payable outside Uganda to a person 
working in a Ugandan foreign mission; 

the. incpme of any local authority; 

Ct) the income of an eiempt organisation, other than- 

(i) property income, except rent received by an 
exempt organisation in respect of 
immovable property which is used by the 
lessee exclusively for the activities of the 
organisation specified in paragraph (a) of 
the definition of "exempt organisation" in 
section 3; or 

(ii) business income that is not related to the 
function constituting the basis for the 
organisation's existence; 

any education grant which the Commissioner is 
satisfied has been made bona tide to enable or 
assist the recipient to study at a recognised 
educational or research institution; 

any amount derived by way of alimony or allowance 
- under any judicial order or written agreement of 
separation;: 

(1) interest payable on Treasury Bills .or Bank of Uganda 
Bills; 

(I) the value of any prdperty acquired by gift, bequest, 
&vise, or inheritance that is not included in 
business, employment, or property income; 
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(k) any capital gain that is not included in business, 
employment,or property income; 

(1) employment income derived by an individual to the 
extent provided for in a technical assistance 
agreement where- 

the individual is a non-resident or a resident 
solely for the purpose of performing duties 
under the agreement; and 

the Minister has concurred in writing with the 
tax provisions in the agreement; 

(m) foreign-source income- derived by- 

a short-term resident of Uganda; 

a person to whom paragraph (c) or (1) applies; 
or 

a member of the immediate family if a 
person referred to in sub-paragraph (i) or 

(n) a pension; 

(o) a lump sum payment made by a resident retirement 
fund to a member of the fund ora dependant of a 
member of the fund; 

(p) the proceeds of a life insurance policy paid by a 
person carryingona life insurance business; or 

(q) the official employment income of a person 
employed in the Armed Forces of Uganda, the 
Uganda Police Force, or the Uganda Prisons 
Service, other than a person employed in a civil 
capacity. 
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(2) In this section, 

"short-term resident" means a resident individual, other 
than a citizen of Uganda, present in Uganda for a 
period or periods not exceeding two years; and 

"technical assistance agreement" means a grant 
agreement between the Government of Uganda 
and a foreign government or a listed institution for 
the provision of technical assistance to Uganda. 

Deductions 

pcnsesof 	23. (1) Subject to this Act, for the purposes of ascertaining 
ming 	the chargeable income of a person for a year of income, there 

shall be allowed as a deduction- 

all expenditures and losses incurred by the person 
during the year of income to the extent to which 
the expenditures or losses were incurred in the 
production of income included in gross income; 
and 

the amount of any loss as determined under Part VI, 
which deals with gains and losses on the disposal 
of assets, incurred by the person on the disposal 
of a business asset during the year of income, 
whether or not the asset was on revenue or capital 
account. 

(2) Except as otherwise provided iii. this Act, no 
deduction is allowed for- 

any expenditure or loss incurred by a person to the 
extent to which it is of a domestic or private 
nature; 

suijectto subsection (I),any expenditure or loss of 
a capital nature, or any anióunt included in the 
cost base of an asset; 
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any expenditure or loss which is recoverable under 
any insurance, contract, or indemnity; 

income tax payable in Uganda or a foreign country; 

any income carried to a reserve fund or capitalised in 
any way; 

W the cost of a gift made directly or indirectly to an 
individual where the gift is not included in the 
individual's gross income; 

any allowance given to, or a reimbursement or 
discharge of expenditure incurred by, an 
employee, in respect of the employee's housing, 
and any expenditures incurred in respect of 
housing provided to an employee; 

any fine or similar penalty paid to any government 
or a political subdivision of a government for 
breach of any law or subsidiary legislation; 

a contribution or similar payment made to a 
retirement fund either for the benefit of the person 
making the payment or for the benefit of any 
other person; 

a premium or similar payment made to a person 
carrying on a life insurance business on the life of 
the person making the premium or on the life of 
some other person; 

the amount of a pension paid to any person; or 

(1) any alimony or allowance paid under any judicial 
order or written agreement of separation. 

(3) In this section, expenditure of a domestic or private 
nature incurred by a person includes- 

(a) the cost incurred in the maintenance of the person 
and the person's family or residence; 
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the cdst of commuting between the person's 
residence and work; 

the cost of clothing worn to work, except clothing 
which is not suitable for wearing outside of work; 
and 

the cost of education of the person not directly 
relevant to the person's employment or business, 
and ,the cost of education leading to a degree, 
whether or not it is directly relevant to the 
person's employment or business. 

Unless this Act provides otherwise,. Part V, which 
deals with tax acèounting principles, applies for the purposes of 
determining when an expenditure or loss is incurred for the 
purposes of this Act: 

In this Section, "business asset" does not include 
trading stock or a depreciable asset. 

Meni. 	 24. A deduction is allowd for expenditure incurred by a 
rerhmcnt,  person in providing meals, refreshment, or entertainment in the 
entertain , 	production of incdme included in gross income, but only where- 
meat 
cxI)endlture. 	

(a) the.value of the meals, refreshment, or entertainment 
is included in the employment income of an 
employee under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) 
of section 20 or is excluded from employment 
income by paragraph (d) or (e) of subsection (2) 
of section 20; or 

• (b) the person's business includes the provision of 
meals, refreshment, or entertainment and the 
persons to whom the meals, refreshment, or 
entertainment have been prOvided have paid an 
aim's length consideration for them. 
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25. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a person, is allowed a Bad debts. 

deduction for the amount of a bad debt written off in the person's 
accounts during the year of income; 

(2) A deduction for a bad debt is only allowed- 

if the amount of the debt claim was included in the 
person's income in any year of income; or 

if the amount of the debt claim was in respect of 
money lent in the ordinary course of a business 
carried on by a financial institution in the 
production of income included in gross income. 

(3) In this section, 

"bad debt" means- 

a debt claim in respect of which the person has taken 
all reasonable steps to pursue payment and which 
the person reasonably believes will not be 
satisfied; and 

in relation to a financial institution, a debt in respect 
of which a loss reserve held against presently 
identified losses or potential losses, and which is 
therefore not available to meet losses which 
subsequently materialise, has been made; and 

"debt claim" means a right to receive a repayment of 
money from another person, including deposits 
with financial institutions, accounts receivable, 
promissory notes, bills of exchange, and bonds. 

26. (1) Subject to this Act, a person is allowed a deduction 
for interest incurred during the year of income in respect of a 
debt obligation to the extent that the debt obligation has been 
incurred by the person in the production of income included in 
gross income. 
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(2) In this Section, "debt obligation" includes an 
obligation to make a swap payment arising under a swap 
agreement and shares in a building society. 

Repairs and 	27. (1) A person is allowed a deduction for expenditure 
incurred during the year of income for the repair of property capital 

equipment, occupied or used by the person in the production of income 
included in gross income. 

A person is allowed a deduction for expenditure 
incurred during the year of income in acquiring a depreciable 
asset with a Cost base of less than five currency points. 

Subsection (2) only applies to a depreciable asset if 
the asset normally functions in its own right and is not an 
individual item which forms part of a set. 

repeciahle 	28. (1) A person is allowed a deduction for the depreciation 
of the person's depreciable assets, other than an asset to which 
subsection (2) of section 27 applies, during the year of income as 
calculated in accordance with this section. 

• 1.. 	(2) Depreciable assets are classified into three classes as 
set out in Part I of the Sixth Schedule with depreciation rates 
applicable for each class as specified in that Part. 

(3) Aperson's depeciabIe assets shall be placed into 
separate poo1s for each class of asset, and .the depreciation 
deduction for each pooi is calculated according to the following 
fOrmula- 

AxB 

where- 

A 	is the written down value of the pool at the end of the year 
of incóme and' 

B 	is the depreciation rate applicable to the pool. 
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(4) The written down value of a pool at the end of a year 
of income is the total of- 

the written down value of the pool at the end of the 
preceding year of income after allowing for the 
deduction under subsection (3) for that year; and 

the cost base of assets added to the pool during the 
year of income, 

reduced, but not below zero, by the consideration received from 
the disposal of assets in the pooi during the year of income. 

(5) Where the amount of consideration received by a 
person from the disposal during a year of income of any asset or 
assets in a pool exceeds the written down value of the pooi at the 
end of the year of income disregarding that amount, the excess is 
included in the business income of the person for that year. 

(6) If the written down value of a pool at the end of the 
year of income, after allowing for the deduction under 
subsection (3) is less than five currency points, a deduction shall 
be allowed for the amount of that written down value. 

(7) Where all the assets in a pooi are disposed of before 
the end of a year of income, a deduction is allowed for the 
amount of the written down value of the pool as at the end of that 
year. 

(8) Where a person has incurred non-deductible 
expenditures in more than one year of income in respect of a 
depreciable asset, this section applies as if the expenditures 
incurred in different years of income were incurred for the 
acquisition of separate assets of the same class. 

(9) The cost base of a depreciable asset is added to a 
pool in the year of income in which the asset is placed in service. 
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(10) Where a depreciable asset is only partly used 
during a year of income in the production of income included in 
gross income, the depreciation deduction allowed under this 
section in relation to the asset shall be proportionately reduced. 

(11) For the purposes of paragraph (b) of subsection (4), 
the cost base of a road vehicle, other than a commercial vehicle, 
is not to exceed the amount set Out in Part 11 of the Sixth 
Schedule. 

(12) Where the cost base of a road vehicle for the 
purposes of paragraph (b) of subsection (4) is limited under 
subsection (11), the person is treated as having acquired two 
assets- 

a depreciable asset being a road vehicle with a cost 
base equal to the amount Set out in Part II to the 
Sixth Schedule; and 

a business asset that is not a depreciable asset with 
a cost base equal to the difference between the 
'cost base of the asset 'not taking into account 
subsection (11), in this section referred to as the 
"actual cost base", and the amount set out in Part 
H of the Sixth Schedule. 

(13) Where a road vehicle to which subsection (12) 
applies is disposed of, the person is treated as having disposed of 
each of the assets specified under that subsection and the 
consideration received on disposal is apportioned between the 
two assets based on the ratio of the cost base of each asset as 
determined under that subsection to the actual cost base of the 
asset - 

(14) In calculating the amount of any gain or loss 
arising on disposal of an asset specified in paragraph (b) of 
subsection (12), the cost base of the asset as determined under 
that paragraph is reduced by the depreciation deductions which 
would have been allowed to the person if the asset- 
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was a depreciable asset being a road vehicle; and 

the asset was the only asset in the pool. 

(15) In this section, "commercial vehicle" means- 

a road vehicle designed to carry loads of more,than 
half a tonne or more than thirteen passengers; or 

a vehicle used in a transportation or vehicle rental 
business. 

29. (1) A person who places an item of eligible property Initial 

into service for the first time during the year of income is allowancc. 

allowed a deduction for that year of an amount equal to- 

where the asset is placed in service in an area 
prescribed in Part IV of the Sixth Schedule, 
seventy five per cent of the cost base of the 
property at the time it is placed in service; or 

in any other case, fifty per cent of the cost base of 
the property at the time it is placed in service. 

(2) The cost base of an asset to which subsection (I) 
applies is reduced by the amount of the deduction allowed under 
that subsection for the purposes of paragraph (b) of subsection 
(4) of section 28. 

(3) In this section, "item of eligible property" means 
plant and machinery wholly used in the production of income 
included in gross income but does not include- 

goods and passenger transport vehicles; 

appliances of a kind ordinarily used for household 
purposes; or 

office or household furniture, fixtures, and fittings. 
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IIRI, 1.it 'sKj% 	 S .Oi u.ici 

industrial 	 30. (1) Subject to this section, where a person has incurred 
buildings. 	 'W1. 	 v"ry Mr1 	 :.i(1ii .1fl... Capital expenditure in any year of income on the construction of 

an industrial building and the building is used by the person 
i' 	:11. ITI 	 fT(% 'In 	 V1 	. 'Sf. ('it. 

during the year of income in the production of income included 
in gross income, the person is allowed a deduction for the 
........................... 	"t ',rti  ii 
depreciation of' the building during the year of income as 
calculated according to the following formula- 
.brn ) .Oi1 IG DCOi T1E3 01 D 131.'i i;iti tfloi 

... 	rr 'trudi 	 i Iliii 

where— 	nc1unoqdw.11 0 ai bu ,brdv 

A 	is the depreciation rate applicable to rne building as 
determined under Part III of the Sixth Schedule; 

	

riqorq, 1i' 	'0 rflsfl nt 	'jr1 ortl rioiq A 

B 	is . the capital expenditure incurred in the construction of 
the 	i0 	 -cii 

C 	is the umber of days in the year of income during which 
the asset 'was usdF *0ailãbIé 1 fcf iise in the 

thib pfoduc'tiOn of income included in gross income; and 
'-cit t' 	'1 i ni 	it rçi 	iq 	,i; 

D 	is the number of days in the.year of, income. 

Subject to subsection (3), where an industrial 
building is only partly used by:à jerson dunng a year.óf income 
for prescribed usesthe lamount ofthei depreciation deduction 
allowed under subsection (I) shall be proportionately reduced. 

	

!IUU .,?eU- 	.&LITi tJ; 	 ., 	 E4 ..'... i._,-, •.,'i 

Where an industrial building is only.partly.uied by a 
person during a year of income for prescribed uses and the capital 
expenditure incurred in the construction of that part of the building 
used for other uses is not more than ten per cent of the total capital 

	

penditur"ii?uir&t&'ih"ê 	truCtio'n"Of th L'buiiding,  the 
- 	- 	!I-'(. -cr ' 	(It r. 	'*iflflJ'. •J 	 'rj L}P. 	Wtt building is treated as wholly used for prescnbed uses, 

	

oa 	a imntu uv  
- (4) Wherema person has incurred expenditure in making 

a capital imrv ieneto n 'in year of 
income, this sectiirn applies as ,if the expenditure was capital 
expenditure incurred in that year in the construction of a separate 
industrial building. 
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(5) Where aiindustriahbuilding 'ispurchasecl by a, 
person, , person is deemed tol have t  incurred the capital 
expenditureincurred by the person who constructed the building. 
dxdA 4tLn'fib T15 biTh aoq ni of noi1z 

j 	(6) .The amount of j the - deduction allowed under this 
section is not to exceed the amount which,- apart from making the 
deduction, would be the residue of expenditure at the end of the 
year of income. 

qu 	iiti i-fl .' iibnq:' 	fltfl'TJ )i-j (•j; 

	

A 
iii. (7) Where an industriaL building has been1disposed of 

by a person during a year of income, the cost base of the building 
for,the purposes of this Act is reduced by any deductions allowed 
to the person under, this section in respect of the building.-x t' 

i1t d no brru €i 	 Al thul ow ri mm 
Where an industrial building is bought and sold 

togetherwith 1 and, the value of the land shall be the difference 
between the total consideration :  and the value of 'the' industrial 
building as defined in subsection (7). 	 nr 

ftouLiboq 	it. 	,rft iu JIJI. 	 '1 	 ll 

Where subsection) (4).. applies,', thel consideration 
received on disposal of an industrial building shall be reasonably 
apportioned among the separate industrial buildings identified 
under that subsection. 	HV 

In this section,  

"capital expenditure' does not include2-.,u ir1 t 

epáditure incurred in the 

	

4 	'cqrnsition of a 
depreciable asset rnstalled in an industrial 
buildin; Or 

expenditure incurred in the acquisition of, or of 
- any rights in or over, any land; ' 

"prescribed uses" . means, the uses specified un. the 
definition of "industrial building" in section 3; and 
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"residue of expenditure" means the capital expenditure 
incurred on the cnStructiOn of an industrial 
building less an deductions allowed under this 
section to any person and any amounts which 
would have been allowed as deductions if the 
building was solely used for prescribed uses at all 
times since construction was completed. 

Start-up 	 31. A person who has incurred expenditure in starting up a 
business to produce income included in gross income shall be 
allowed a deduction of an amOunt .equaFto twenty:five per cent 
of the amount of the expenditure in the year of income iñ which 
the expenditurc was incurred and in•• • the folloWing three years of 
income in which the business is carried on by the person. 

sts 	 32. (1) A person who has incurred expenditure in acquiring 
intangible 
assets. 	an intangible asset having an ascertainable useful life is allowed 

a deduction in each year of.ihcome dutingth useful life of the 
asset in which the person wholly uses the asset in the production 
of income included •in gross income of an amount calculated 
according to the f011owing foi-mula- 

MB 
where- 

A 	is the amount of expenditure incurred; and 

B 	is the useful life of the asset in whole years. 

(2) Where an intangible asset has been disposed of by a 
person during the year of income, the cost base of the asset is 
reduced by any deductions allowed under this section to the 
person in respect of the asset. 

saetrnfic 	33. (1) A person is allowed a deduction for scientific 
. research expenditure incurred during the year of income in the 

course of carrying on a business, the incOme from which is 
included in gross income. 
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(2) In this section- 

"scientific research" means any activities in the fields of 
natural or applied science for the development of 
human knowledge; 

"scientific research expenditure", in relation to a person 
carrying on business, means the cost of scientific 
research undertaken for the purposes of developing 
the person's business, including any contribution 
to a scientific research institution which is used by 
the institution in undertaking research for the 
purposes of developing the person's business, but 
does not include- 

expenditure incurred for the acquisition of a 
depreciable or iiitañgible asset; 

expenditure incurred for the acquisition of land 
or buildings; or 

expenditure incurred for the purpose of 
ascertaining the existence, location, extent, 
or quality of a natural deposit; and 

"scientific research institution" means an association, 
institute, college, or university which undertakes 
scientific research. 

34. (1) An employer is allowed a deduction for expenditure Thwung 

incurred during the year of income for the training or tertiary cxpcfld1tu. 

education of a citizen or permanent resident of Uganda, other 
than an associate of the employer, who is employed by the 
employer in a business, the income from which is included in 
gross income. 

(2) In this section, "permanent resident" means a 
resident individul who has been present in Uganda for a period 
or periods in total of five years or more. 
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Charitable 	35. (1) A person is allowed ad 	ticthif6i! tift made 
donations. 	

income 
	 -  

to an organisation within sub-naragraphs 
10 	 _iii U! 	iL 	 1LtJi 	 _j iJ 

-xi) or (ii) of paragraph (a.) of 1the. 4efinition of "exempt 
1J flJifl 	 .iIJ JL _1i.1-..d i 1 t14b 

organisätion" in section 3. 	;3gb5lwonA nnnmd 

noiq £ 	 1 	Vàle of a gift 
1ijtri) flO ftivTl3 

gniqoI.iv3b In 	oqiuq 5di ot ciiAi1ibrui dnn 
noLUsdh1t(a thvU fThe*Opë?4i 	 the making 
vd bii ?I d 	 D tX1fl3i3t 1! 01 

r11 io l 	gribiflbnu iii noi)uiiirti 5d3 

Ud 	if 	hé 	itioiif5fd'bfh% p 	nfcr the property. 
—th1J1Dni on 85ob 

(3) The amount of a.deduction:allowediunder subsection £. lo flOil 	Jp 	JIJ iii. 4Xs1UJ1n 

(1) for a year of incomeshall not exceed five per cent of the 
iaJhJ. ii)  

person's chargeable income, calculated before taking into 
laccbUnttthdeçluctioh uider1this,ectiOti.riqM' 0I 

io ;griibiiud io 
Farming. 	36. (1) Expenditure incurred by a person in acquiring firm 

oicjf1cli&d 	tI 	 assets unde.r 
4n 	iiih 	 the expenditure is 

hri .1?Ofl3b 	II.SI1 v1iti.ip io incurred and is depreciatea accordingly. 

ffl0i1i3O2 05 nsrn iflOi3Ufli2fli rbisi iiJni' 
on a 

business of horticufture in Ugan4 .MpcMIjed expenditure 
of a capital nature on- 

nnmiT m1ibriqx3 iot noibubb s bwoHs A ioIqrn nA (1) . 
.1ffliDnaqxa . 	a)the acquisition or establishrnen4pf.a horticulturl 

0 	 UJ ItJA tuOm i 	 - 

-i3dto ,brisgU Pi 1iiii5miq 10 [!S1113 B lo fi0153LIb JLM 
rfi sc1 bolqm ii odw j3yolqmo 5fb lo ,tJsi3ozS OS nl!clI 
ni hbuI )flStIj flh0USe,,JJd ii iii olqrn 

shall be allowed a deduction of an amount equalóh'ér 
'cent of the amount of the expenditure in the year of income in 
.vhiWThe phuit 	ti?irr1diii1 I 1ieTolI&'ing four 

business of horticulture 	'bib3ith,eis8h'9t ifi bOD4 10 
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Expenditure of a capital nature incurred on the 
establishment of a horticultural plant shall include expenditure 
incurred in draining or clearing land. 

In this section, 

"farm works" means any labour quarters and other 
immovable buildings necessary for the proper 
operation of a farm, fences, dips, drains, water 
and electricity supply works, windbreaks, and 
other works necessary for farming operations, but 
does not include- 

farm houses; or 

depreciable assets; and 

"horticulture" includes- 

propagation or cultivation of seeds, bulbs, 
spores, or similar things; 

propagation or cultivation of fongi; or 

propagation or cultivation in environments 
other than soil, whether natural or artificial. 

A person carrying on mining operations is allowed a MiICI 

deduction for any expenditure of a capital nature incurred in elon 
expendi- 

searching for, discovering and testing, or winning access to 
deposits of minerals in Uganda. 

(1) A deduction relating to the production of more than Appoltion-

one class of income shall be reasonably apportioned among the 
classes of income to which it relates. 

(2) Where a person derives more than one class of 
income, the deduction allowed under section 35 shall be 
allocated rateably to each class of income. 
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lIly 	 39. (1) Subject to this section, where, for any year of 
forwud 

	

Is. 	income, the total amount of income included in the gross income 
of a taxpayer is exceeded by the total amount of deductions 
allowed to the taxpayer, the amount of the excess, in this Act 
referred to as an "assessed loss", shall be carried forward and 
allowed as a deduction in determining the taxpayer's chargeable 
income in the following year of income. 

Where, for any year of income, the total farming 
income derived by a taxpayer who is an individual is exceeded 
by the total deductions allowed to the taxpayer relating to the 
production of that income, the amount of the excess, in this Act 
referred to as an "assessed farming loss", may not be deducted 
against any other income of the taxpayer for the year of income, 
but shall be carried forward and allowed as a deduction in 
determining the chargeable farming income of the taxpayer in 
the following year of income. 

The amount of an assessed loss carried forwrd 
under this section for a taxpayer shall be reduced by the amou?t 
or value of any benefit to the taxpayer from a concession grante 
by, or a compromise made with, the taxpayer's creditors 
whereby the taxpayer's liabilities to those creditors have been 
extinguished or reduced, provided such liabilities were incurred 
in the production of income included in gross income. 

Where a taxpayer has more than one class of loss, 
the reduction in subsection (3) shall be applied rateably to each 
class of loss. 

Subsection (1) shall apply separately to income 
derived from sources in Uganda and to foreign-source income. 

In this section- 

"chargeable farming income" means the total fanning 
income of a taxpayer for a year of income reduced 
by any deductions allowed under this Act for that 
yeal which relate to the production of such 
income; and 
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"farming income" means the business income derived 
trom the carrying on or Tarmmg operations. 

PART V—TAX ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES. 

40. (l) A taxpayer may apply, in writing, to use as the Substiluted 

taxpayer's year of income a substituted year of income being a 
twelve-month period other than the normal year of income and 
the Commissioner may, subject to subsection (3), by notice in 
writing, approve the application. 

A taxpayer granted permission under subsection (1) 
to use a substituted year of income may apply, in writing, to 
chaiige the taxpayer's year of income to the normal year of 
income or to another substituted bear of income and the 
Commissioner, subject to subsection (3), may, by notice in 
writing, approve the application. 	I  

The Commissioner may only approve an application 
wider subsection (1) or (2) if the taxpayer has shown a 

ompelling need to use a substituted year of income or to change 
the taxpayer's year of income and any approval is subject to such 
conditions as the Commissioner may prescribe. 

The Commissioner may, by notice in writing to a 
taxpayer, withdraw the permission to use a substituted year of 
income granted under sUbsection (1) or (2). 

A notice served by the Commissioner under 
subsection (1) takes effect on the date specified in the notice and 
a notice under subsection (2) or (4) takes effect at the end of the 
substituted year of income of the taxpayer in which'the notice 
was served. 

Where the year of income of a taxpayer changes as 
a result of subsections (1), (2) or (4), the period between the last 
full year of income prior to the change and the date on which the 
changed year of income commences is treated as a separate year 
of income, to be known as the "transitional year of income". 
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br'hb 'c'irii 	niud 	rnec "mcni ti.ircnn1" (7jln this Act, a reference to a parncuIar,normal year of 
• 	i*rcto rnc91r.11() flO fliV'fl) iJ mOii income includes a substituted year or income or a transitional 
year of income commencing during the normal year of income. 

•jqo;is-t 	VU)A XA! —V T4A' -i 

A taxpayer dissatisfied with a decision of the 
COmmissioner Lun'dery subseètions r1i,2i)prot .(4) Ithay''onIy 

inthis1!Acti lo ir-w, Isrmori urb niidi otho boiic d3nomn-3v1i 
iii 	iJoii yd ,(C) n0i133d1J .oi iz1du  ,yjm 13noIaimmoD 3rD 

In this section, 
period of twelve 1monthseiiding on 30th June. • 

/ lii1 j(jl 	iUuU 	IltI&i 	LJZil i(t41J /1 (4 
01 	rTU1W cr1 yfqqf, Vim .OfilODfli lo Ti3V biuiiidu £1 	U 01 

41. (fl A taxpayei's methodof.accouhting shalLconformto 
0 fl - r/ L11Jii 	-Ii Ui 	jftvs.it Ju 	 tij 

generally acceptedaccounting pnnciples. 
fl UUX 	fliIO.iU It) 	 LJflJ'{JJ 	'JflJ01U Ot 10 5fTtO3f1r 

fl 1 	iJ01(2)d Süjèct to 	&io 
f 3($ 	 rfc Y) 

Commissioner prescribes otherwise 1q  a particular 	a 
taxpayer.rnay account for tax ourposes on a cash or-accrual b.sis. 

# 	J•L 	_IL I • 	I 	 £ 	'J 

i 	nworfr 	•r'j r'.'• 	i 	rf: 	( , ii. I I •i 	)t1t? 	E'*i 
A taxpayer may apply;in writing, for a -change in tbe 

'T)rIOr 	g' ffI  -r-- 	 •1 h. 	..l,tIr.. 1 I' '  I. 	•. 	 OI;I9rt taxpayer smethod of accountingand the 	 Sonj 	r. n t -tr' / tlt 	3r  ortnotice in 'writing, approve uch an appcatio but only if 
satisfied that th'iVang 	ne 
taxpaysiincome!1op vd 'iim i,nousrrmoD toIT (l) 
b rv b31u1b2du i 	u ol noiirrn3q rlt wtbd1iw ,13cxei 

A taxpayer dissatisfe4 3wjth ckCisicrndei ct!;iiS 
section may only challenge the decision tinder the objection and 
zippem 	 etrtiuis& '!d b3v 	i1oa A (e) 
bcffi 51011 NIl ru b 	33qib 34 110 133113 atdm (t) n0i133du 
sth lo 

ktitOtbtht 
items shall be made in theyear of income following Thetchange; 
so that no item is omitted and no item is taken into account more 

	

lt3nriiir13 i5XBqxbPK io 5mowii 10 U5y SW 	i1* o) 
an 'J' i 	swisd boiisq srli (l) io (2),( 1) gnoilxedua lo llui c 
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an. Accmal- 4_ 
cbã1bäsi±h1 	(T1O3ui n lnuorrm nj j[jobii flçj 	d?5baS1s 

Laxpa y r. 
mrs 	nibnBJri1iw1ori biiq norlw iniiorrtc rn 	o1 noiibb & 

*Jiil I0 1('d 	riVthJ6rfiê 	1ThP 	 'fle 
bIIiin3 	tx'a9 	 irI1 ii 1nrntq 3f11, -AGm 01 

jnuomn 3± ysq ol biIdo yjIl 10 p-vii 01 

incurs expenditure when 	it is payable by the 
31J 1d nOi11 	 (I) roii,&1u 	rnr1W () 
,j 	iol b5jPqbg yJ 115112 rqx 	edi lo 3mooni 3Ids1d3 

p11 
O b9vi33(2)1S 	 isre 	iv b 0a 
taxpayer when the taxpayer becomes e (i11LcWin 
if the time for discharge of the entitlement is postponedor the 

i isqxs1 A-(E) 
1dsvii ndw 3mooni ni irwornn ri. 3bu1311i Its na zip.Rd thuic 

31ds'sq (3)9iibjePt6rtiiis Aèt, 	a6ütL1 	eated 	iya61b 
4 Vi•1' 

43y 	1t 	ftheh'Il rth& 	tthàfd&nthlTability have 

rspect to the amount occurs. 	 y•sq 

31(J IO nO(UF5r) tiê 	o) 
rs 	Itsnta IOXzqXB1 Al 10 OMOOni 

01 idh 3± mu$b 01 ZSZB30 135qXEJ Al Ii3idW ni 3rfiO3fli lo 
3111 	icjti4€sc'f!P file 	i1kii5W°fff s r 

property, at the time the services or prope. .., are 
provided; 

bnis omo3ni 	sqxs1 aiasd4 flÔ36 	s to aaso -adl rri( 1) 
(4) with respectto the 

gnhub b313Iqrni9P. 	is used 	 3± 10 ?J.5d 	c1i no jfItjJ -.EtiJ 
i 10 V.3V 	d1 

n any other case, at the time t 	payer makes 
payment in full satisfaction of the liability. 

d b3rnnrnal3b zi noiiIqmo 	to 351fl3313q 311T () 
b3Tr44fli 	TlieMl 	 1 	d'rehditurerncrred p. 
$jO 	 be paynnts. 

c' 	fl 
thIid&1fi6Ii 	I5'w'1 	roport1bnaLely ove iheyears 

of income to which the service or other benefit relates. 
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Oaim of 	45. (1) A taxpayer who is accounting for tax purposes on a 
right.

cash basis shall include an amount in income when received or 
claim a deduction for an amount when paid, notwithstanding that 
the taxpayer is not legally entitled to receive the amount or liable 
to make the payment, if the taxpayer claims to be legally entitled 
to receive, or legally obliged to pay the amount. 

Where subsection (I) applies, the calculation of the 
chargeable income of the taxpayer shall be adjusted for the year 
of income in which the taxpayer refunds the amount received or 
recovers the amount paid. 

A taxpayer who is accounting for tax purposes on an 
accrual basis shall include an amount in income when receivable 
or, claim a deduction for an amount when payable 
notwithstanding that the taxpayer is not legally entitled to 
receive the amount or liable to make the payment, if the taxpay, ,er 
claims to be legally entitled to rceive, or to be legally obliged to 
paythe amount. 

Where subsection (3) applies, .the calculation of the 
chargeable income of the taxpayer shall be adjusted for, the year 
of income in which the taxpayer ceases to claim the right to 
receive the amount or ceases to claim an obligation to pay the 
amount. 

ong-tcrm 	46. (1) In the case of an accrual-basis taxpayer, income and 
deductions relating tO a long-term contract are taken into account 
on the basis of the percentage of vid contract completed during 
the year of income. 

(2) The percentage of completion is determined by 
comparing the -total costs allocated to the contract and incurred 
before the end of the year of income with the estimated total 
contract costs as determined at the time of commencement of the 
contract. 
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Where, in the year of income in which a long-term 
contract is completed, it is determined that the contract has made 
a final year loss, the Commissioner may allow the loss to be 
carried back to the preceding years of income and applied 
against the amount included in income over the period of the 
contract under subsection (1) for those years starting with the 
year immediately preceding the year in which the contract was 
completed. 

In this section, 

"final year loss", in relation to a long-term contract, 
occurs where both the following conditions are 
satisfied- 

the profit estimated to be made under the contract 
for the purposes of subsection (1) exceeds the 
actual profit, including a loss, made under the 
contract; and 

the difference between the estimated profit and the 
actual profit exceeds the amount included in 
income under subsection (1) for the year of 
income in which the contract is completed, 

and the amount of the excess referred to in paragraph (b) is the 
amount of the final year loss; and 

long-term contract" means a contract for manufacture, 
installation, or construction, or, in relation to each, 
the performance of related services, which is not 
completed within the year of income in which 
work under the contract commenced, other than a 
contract estimated to be completed within six 
months of the date on which work under the 
contract conunenced. 

47. (1) A taxpayer is allowed a deduction for the cost of T±Ig 

trading stock disposed of during a year of income. 	 StOCL 
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%4urjn a year 
yIçIing)  

tradngtock lfQr, )the 
tiçing 

sfoyqr i,vo moni iii b3buLzal rnlJom8 r1i iii 
JID th 	o i g 0 f ?aai Yr 	i8? 

ct) cziriw ni ic 3dt gnbi&q libmrni 
.b3Eqmo3 

(a) the closing value of trading stock at the end of the 
previous year of incomecOr. 	ifft nI (t-) 

..(b) where the, taxpayer commenced business-during the ..bnflno ArL-J-,oF 	 • 

ii no,hncxY 	 stock 
acquired prior to the commencement of the 

4_I,J1 	1i( 

business. 
]&iino 	rlt ibriu ibarri od ol bmii 	3ilrnq r1i 
ri 1(4)T*' cloingalue.oftrading stOckois the lower of 
cost omarket end of the 
year of income. 

in bn& 	tvb i 	fÔx$tdØses on a 
fifilig &k on the prime 

4,. 	'- 	 - 1 	' 	/ \ 	 " 	r-'--' 	- cost method or absorption-cost 1thethod ; and alaxpayer who is - -•-r '• 	r 	y 	 ! 	- accounting for-taxpurpose' on an accibUbMis shall calculate 
the cost oftrading.st koni.theabsorptip 	st:metho4ri  i4i bItr? 

brr ;ol iy. 1crü1 9M lo Jnuoaw 
(6) Where particular items of trading stock are not 

readily identifiableataxpayermay iëount-forthàttrading stock 
oii the :first-infirstout 	 method but, 
Oeèhbn; astbck 	Uaioiicniethodthayqberfchanged only 

'ith the iritte&périnission of heC6mniissióner 
L3 i11) ,b03fl51111fl03 J3i1ifl0 ifJ ibrw 4iow 

.rj7) In ]thisr:sectionç' ol bommOza j -1 

4trwn 
absorption-cost method means the generally accepted 

accounting prirf6ole9id 	hiR the cost of 
tradmgstoçk 	 tmatcrial costs, 
direct•:labourts,andfactoiyoyerheadposts;#j 

LO 
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"average-cost method" means the generally accepted 
iOi 	fli• 	iJ_'. 	 •lu.& I .'-ut 	'. 

accounting principle - under which trading stock 
1no i1f1t13j.ibi 	'. 	 .. - . 	 :LnID 

valuation is based on a weighted average cost of 
4jJj_è 	.II4J 	LIi 

units on hand; 

iiqi 'diié4ci labbik Eôsts" 	 related 
lo 	'tdthê4  idikiio 	f 	di 	st6l "( 	giitiiib 

	

iJ\( jLth iot 	iii 
"direct material costs" means the cost of materials that 

tniu, grbecome j an integral part of the 1.trading stock 

	

noni rproduced;nnub lqiii 	'd aayliortr o1 i&b 
fl 	(fji 'rb 	irC!YrJb.,b i, 

"factory overhead costs" means the total costs of 
manufacturinc except direct labour and direct 

i io 	 . 
materia 43 atrixi 	 b,ruini eeol 1diIJ 	r.rnu 

I1I to "fif-ih-firstout method" means the generally accepted 
- 	• 	r't •'• 	 ' -' 	- 	 •. ib ub 1 accounting principleunder which trading stock -, 	-.,_ hl -. 	 .9 	 t,t.. ' ( ' 	valUation is based nth 	uiijtiôr rthat  trading 

-.'-r f1i L ,ii.b stóck is sold'iithe order
, - of-- 

 its
_. Q1 

 rec
t  1

eipt; 
WOILC 'Z.n .1OIthfIiii'.) 

"prime-cost method" means the generally accepted 
U- 017 MI ii accoiinting principle under L  whih the) cost of 

trading stock is the sum of direct material casts: 
direct labour Costs, and variable factory overhead 
costs; and 

F 	 TT 41  1J(+ Li bIIrI'III'YIi 'I! 1EJ 	i,Lj 

"variable factory overhead costs' means those factory 
overhead costs which vary directly with changes in 

'vo1ume.1oq1c.,dSt1W ii1it 
• 1  rjL -nt i 	:one bnu n, lc6b n,rw, 

48. (1) Subject to subsection (2), interest in the form of any Icbt 
discount, premium, or deferred interest shall 	iken into with 
account as it accrues. 	 djount o 

14 	1. 	i1 	 emium. 
•' .i . 	- m To c) ! 

(2) Where the interest referred to in subsection (1) is 
subjct 'to withholdih' t 'the' interes(shall be taken to be 
derived or incurred when paid. 
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Foreign 	 49. (1) Foreign currency debt gains are included in gross 
urrcncy 	. 	- 
et gains 	income and foreig currency debt losses are deductible only 
nd losses. 	under this section. 

A foreign cyrrency debt gain derived by a taxpayer 
during the year of income is included inthe business income of 
the taxpayer for that year. 

Subject to subsection (4) and (6), a foreign currency 
debt loss incurred by a taxpayer during a year of income is 
allowed as a deduction to the taxpayer in that year. 

A deduction is not'allowed't6 a taxpayer for a 
foreign currency debt loss incurred by the taxpayer unless the 
taxpayer has notified the Commissioner in writing of the 
existence of the debt which gave rise to the loss by the due date 
for furnishing of the taxpayer's return of income for the year of 
income in which the debt arose or by. such ,later date as the 
Commissioner may allow. 

Subsection, (4) does not apply to a financial 
institution. 

Where- 

a taxpayer has incurred a foreign currency debt loss 
under a transaction; 

the taxpayer or another person has derived a foreign 
currency debt gain under another transaction; and 

either- 

(i) the transaction giving rise to the loss would not 
have been entered into, or might reasonably 
be expected not to have been entered into, 
if the transaction giving rise to the gain had 
not been entered into; or ' 
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(ii) the transaction giving rise to the gain would 
not have been entered into, or might 
reasonably be expected not to have been 
entered into, if the transaction giving rise to 
the loss had not been entered into, 

no deduction is allowed to the taxpayer to the extent that the 
amount of the loss exceeds that part of the gain included in gross 
income. 

(7) Subject to subsection (9), a taxpayer derives a 
foreign currency debt gain if- 

where the taxpayer is a debtor, the amount in 
Shillings of the foreign currency debt incurred by 
the taxpayer is greater than the amount in 
Shillings required to settle the debt; or 

where the taxpayer is a creditor, the amount in 
Shillings of the foreign currency debt owed to the 
taxpayer is less than the amount in Shillings paid 
to the taxpayer in settlement of the debt. 

(8) Subject to subsection (9), a taxpayer incurs a foreign 
currency debt loss if- 

where the taxpayer. is a debtor, the amount in 
Shillings of the foreign currency debt incurred by 
the taxpayer is less than the amount in Shillings 
required to settle the debt; or 

where the taxpayer is a creditor, the amount in 
Shillings of the foreign currency debt owed to the 
taxpayer is greater than the amount in Shillings 
paid to the taxpayer in settlement of the debt. 

(9) in determining whether a taxpayer has derived a 
foreign currency debt gain or incurred a foreign currency debt 
loss, account shall be taken of the taxpayer's position under any 
hedging contract entered into by the taxpayer in respect of the 
debt. 
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A foreign currency debt gain is derived or a foreign 
currency debt loss is incurred by a taxpayer in the year of income 
in which the debt issatisfied. 

In this setion, 

"foreign currency debt" means a business debt 
denominated in foreign currency; and 

"hedging contract" means a contract entered into by the 
taxpayer for the purpose of eliminating or reducing 
the risk of adverse financial consequences which 
might result for the taxpayer under another 
contract from cuiTencyexchange rate fluctuatiOfl 

PART VI—GAINs AND LOSSES ON DISPOSAL OF AsSETS. 

Applicaüon 	50. This Part applies for the purposes of determining the 
amount of any 'gain or loss arising on the'disposal of an asset 
where the gain is included in gross income or the loss is allowed 
as a deduction under this Act 

Gains and 	 51. (1) The amount of any gain arising from the disposal O 

disposal of an asset is the excess of the consideration received for the 
assets. 	disposal over the cost base of the asset at the time of the disposal. 

(2) The amount of any loss arising froni the disposal of  

an asset is the excess of the cost bass of the asset at the timC O 

the disposal over the consideration receivea for the disposal. 

Disposals. 	52. (1) A taxpayer is treated as having'disposed of an aSSCl 

when the asset has been- 

sold, exchanged, redeemed, or distributed by the 
taxpayer; 

transferred by the taxpayer by way of gift; or 

destroyed or lost. 

(2) A disposal of an asset includes a disposal of a 
of the asset. 
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(3) Where the Commissioner is satisfied that a 
taxpayer- 

has converted an asset from a taxable use to non-
taxable use; or 

has converted an asset from a non-taxable use to a 
taxable use, 

the taxpayer is deemed to have disposed of the asset at the time 
of the conversion for an amount equal to the market value of the 
asset at that time and to have immediately re-acquired the asset 
for a cost base equal to that same value. 

(4) A non-resident person who becomes a resident 
person is deemed to have acquired all assets, other than taxable 
assets, owned by the person at the time of becoming a resident 
for their market value at that time. - 

(5) A resident person who becomes a non-resident 
person is deemed to have disposed of all assets, other than 
taxable assets, owned by the person at the time of becoming a 
non-resident for their market value at that time. 

(6) Where a person to whom subsection (5) would 
otherwise apply- 

intends,' in the future, to re-acquire status as a 
resident person; and 

provides the Commissioner with sufficient security 
to satisfy any tax liability which would otherwise 

	

arise under subsection (5), 	- 

the Commissioner may, by notice in writing, exempt the person 
from the apIication of subsection (5). 

(7) In this section, "taxable asset" means an asset the 
disposal of which would give rise to a gain included in the gross 
income of, or a loss allowed as a deduction to, a resident or non-
resident taxpayer. 
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Cost hasc. 	 53.- (I) Subject to this Act,- this'section establishes the cost 

base of an asset for the purposes of this Act. 

(2) The05.4 bise of ai' asset urchásed produced, or 

constructed by the taxpayer is the am'ouni'pid or incurred by the 
taxpayer .in.respect of the asset, :including incidental 
expenditures of a capital nature incurred in acquiring the asset, 
and includes the market ya!ue of,any consideration in kind given 

for the asset. 

(1) Sibject to subsection (4), the Cost base of an asset 
acquired in a non-arm's length tranacin is the i'nrket 'alue 'Of 

the sse1at the date of acquisition. - - - 

The cost base of an' asset acquired inrairansaction 

described in section 54(2) is the: amount of' the' consideration 
deemed by that subsection to have been received by the person 

diositigof the as'et - 

Where a part of an sset is disposed of, the cost &e 
of the asset shall b apirtiond beteen the prt of tIle áêt 
retained ..and the part disposed of inccordance with their 

pctie Várket vilue at the time of acuisitkii'of the asset. 

?!J(6)Unlcss otherwise provided in this Act, expenditures 

incurred to alter or improve ; an ç asset which > have not been 

allowed as a deduction are added to the cost base of the asset. 

"(7)' Wheieh& eqciisiti&n Of an áset' by a taxpayer 

represents the derivationof an aThoint included in gross income, 
the cosubase of the asset is the amount included in gross income 

plus any amount paid by the taxpayer. for:the asset-L .. 

(1(8) Where - the L  receipt j of 1 an asset represents the 
derivation of an amount which is exempt from tax the cost base 

of the asset is the amount exempt from tax plus any amount paid 
by the taxpayer for the asset, 
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54. (1) The consideration received on disposal of an asset Special 

includes the market value of any consideration received in kind. 
'ion 
rcci vcd. 

(2) Where an asset is disposed of to an associate or in a 

non-arm's length transaction other than by way of transmission 
of the asset to a trustee or beneficiary on the death of a taxpayer, 

the person disposing of the asset, in this section referred to as the 
"disposer", is treated as having received consideration equal to 

the greater of- 

the cost base of the asset to the disposer at the time 
of disposal; or 

the fair market value of the asset at the date of 

disposal. 

(3) Where two or more assets are disposed of in a single 

transaction and the consideration paid for each asset is not 
specified, the total consideration received is apportioned among 
the assets disposed of in proportion to their respective market 
values at the time of the transaction. 

(4) Where a part of an asset is disposed of, the 

consideration received is apportioned between the part of the 
asset retained and the part of the asset disposed of in accordance 
with their respective market values at the time of acquisition of 

the asset. 

55. (I) No gain or loss is taken into account in determining Non 

chargeable income in relation to— 	 rcogniio 
of gain or 

a transfer of an asset between spouses; or 	
loss. 

a transfer of an asset between former spouses as part 
of a divorce settlement or bona tide separation 
agreement; or 

an involuntary disposal of an asset to the extent to 
which the proceeds are reinvested in an asset of a 

like kind within one year of the disposal; or 
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(d), the. transmission of an asset to a trustee or 
beneficiary on the death of a taxpayer. 

Where no gain or loss is taken into account as a 
result of paragraph (a), (b), or (d) of subsection (I), the 
transferred ortraiismitted asset is deemed to have been acquired 
by the transferë, or trustee or beneficiary a an asset of the same 
character for a cohsideration equal to the cost base of the asset to 
the transferor or deceased tãApayer at the time of the disposal. 

The cost base of a. replacement asset described in 
paragraph (c) of subsection (I) is the cost base of the replaced 
asset plus the amount by which any conideration given by the 
taxpayer for the replaced asset exceeds the amount of proceeds 
received on the involuntary disposal. 

PART Vu—MIscELLANEoUs RULES FOR DETERMINING 

CHARGEABLE INCOME. 

Income of 	56. (1) Income or deductions relatin tO jointly owned 
joint 

property are apportioned among the joint owners in proportiOn to 
their respective interests in the propçrty. 

(2) Where the interest of the joint owners in jointly -
owned property cannot be ascertained, the interest of, such joint 
owners in the property shall be deemed to be equal. 

Vation. 	57. (1)For the purposes of this Act and subject to paragraph 
(b) of subsection (I) of section 20, the value of a benefit in kind 
is the fair market value of the benefit on the date the benefit is 
taken into account for tax purposes. -. 

(2) The fair market value of a benefit is determined 
without regard to any restriction on transfer or to the fact that it 
is not otherwise convertible to cash 

Currency 	58. (1) Chargeable income under this Act shall be 
conversion, calculated in Ugandan shillings. 
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Where _the calculation of chargeable income 
involves an amount in a currency other than Ugandan Shillings, 
the amount shall be converted to Ugandan Shillings at the Bank 
of Uganda mid-exchange rate applying between the currency and 
Ugandan Shillings on the date that the amoujit is derived, 
incurred, or otherwise taken into account for tax purposes. 

With the prior written permission of the 
Commissioner, a taxpayer may use the average rate of exchange 
during the year of income, or may keep books of account in a 
currency other than Ugandan Shillings. 

59. The income of a person includes— 	 Inw 
payflntS 

a payment that directly or indirectly benefits the 
person; and 

a payment dealt with as the person directs, 

which would have been income of the person if the payment had 
been made directly to the person. 

60. (1) Where a lessor leases property to a lessee under a Finance 

finance lease, for the purposes of this Act- 

the lessee is treated as the owner of the property; and 

the lessor is treated as having made a loan to the 
lessee, in respect of which payments of interest 
and principal are made to the lessor equal in 
amount to the rental payable by the lessee. 

The interest component of each payment under the 
loan is treated as interest expense incurred by the lessee and 
interest income derived by the lessor. 

A lease of property is a finance lease if - 

(a) the lease term exceeds seventy-five per cent of the 
effective life of the leased property; or. 
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the lessee has an option to purchase the property for 
a fixed or determinable price at the expiration of 
the lease; or 

the estimated residual value of th property to the 
lessor at the expirition of the lease term is less 
than twenty per cent of its fair market value at the 
commencement of the lease. 

(4) For the purposes of subsection (3), the lease term 
includes any additionaI period of the lease under an option to 
renew. 

Ec!uo 	 61. (1) A company which carries on a members' club, a 
odOctrinc trade association, or a mutual insurance company is treated for 
of 
mutua1ly, 	the purposes of this Act as carrying on a business subject to tax. 

The business income of a company to which 
subsection (1) applies inciudei entrance fees and subscriptions 
paid by members. 
It 

Where a company referred to in subsection (I) is 
operated primarily to furnish goods or services to members, 
deductions attributable to the furnishing of goods or services to 
members are allowed only to the extent of the total income 
derived from the members, with any excess carried forward and 
allowed aWa deduction in the following year of income. 

In this section, "members' club" means a club or 
similar institution all the assets of which are owned by or are 
held in trust for the members of the club or institution. 

Compens- 	 62. A compensation payment derived by a person takes the 
tion 

character of the item that is compensated. 

Rccouped 	63. (1) Where a previously deducted expenditure, loss, or 
expenditure. bad debt is recovered by the taxpayer, the amount recovered is 

deemed to be income derived by the taxpayer in the year of 
income in which it is recovered and takes the character of the 
income to which the deduction related. 
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(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), a deduction is 
considered recovered upon the occurrence of an event which is 
inconsistent with the basis for the deduction. 

PART Vill—PERs0Ns ASSESSABLE. 

Taxation of Individuals. 

64. The chargeable income of each taxpayer who is an Thxation of 

individual is determined separately. 	 individuals. 

65. (1) Where a taxpayer attempts to split income with Income 
g. another person, the Commissioner may adjust the chargeable 51tu1 

income of the taxpayer and the other person to prevent any 
reduction in tax payable as a result of the splitting of income. 

(2) A taxpayer is treated as having attempted to split 
income where- 

the taxpayer transfers income, directly or indirectly, 
to an associate; or 

the taxpayer transfers property, including money, 
directly or indirectly, to an associate with the 
result that the associate receives or enjoys the 
income from that property, 

and the reason or one of the reasons for the transfer is to lower 
the total tax payable upon the income of the transferor and the 
transferee. 

(3) In determining whether the taxpayer is seeking to 
split income, the Commissioner shall consider the value, if any, 
given by the associate for the transfer. 

Taxation of Partnerships and Partners. 

66. (1) The income and losses arising from activities Principles 

conducted by a partnership is taxed in accordance with this Act. for 
ptheThip5. 
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The presence or absence of a written partnership 
agreement is not decisive in determining whether a partnership 
relationship exists between persons 

A patnrship shall be liable to furnish a partnership 
return of income in accprdance with section 93, but shall not be 
liable to pay tax on that income. 

Any election, notice,, or statement required to be 
filed in relation to a partnership's activities shall be filed by the. 
partnership.. 

lcu!ation 	67. (1) The partnership income for a year ot income is--. 

rtnership 	 . (a) the gross  ihcôme of the partnership for that year 
OTT or 	 calculated as if the partnership were a resideni 

taxpayer; less 

(b) the total amount of deductions allowed under this 
Act for expenditures or losses incurred by the 
partnership in deriving that income, other than the 
deduction allowed under section 39. 

A partnership loss occurs for a year of income where 
the amount in paragraph (b) of subsection (1) exceeds the 
amount in paragraph (a) of subsection (1) for that year; and the 
amount of the excess is the amount of the loss. 

Where the partnership is a non—resident partnership 
for a year of income, section 88 applies in calculating partnership 
income or partnership loss of the partnership for that year. 

antion of 	68. (1) The gross income of a resident partner for a year of 
'' 	income includes the partner's share of partnership income for 

that year. 

(2) The gross income of a non—resident partner for a 
year of income includes the partner's share of partnership 
income attributable to sources in Uganda. 
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(3) A resident partner is allowed a deduction for a year of 
income for the partner's share of a partnership loss for that year. 

(4). A non—resident partner is allowed a deduction for a 
year of income for the partner's share of a partnership loss, but 
only to the extent that the activity giving rise to the loss would 
have given rise to partnership income attributable to sources in 
Uganda if a loss had not been incurred. 

Income derived, or expenditure or losses incurred, 
by a partnership retain their character as to geographic source 
and type of income, expenditure, or loss in the hands of the 
partners, and are deemed to have been passed through the 
partnership on a pro rata basis unless the Commissioner permits 
otherwise. 

Subject to subsection (7), a partner's share of 
partnership income or loss is equal to the partner's percentage 
interest in the income of the partnership as set out in the 
partnership agreement. 

Where the allocation of income in the partnership 
agreement does not reflect the contribution of the partners to the 
partnership's operations, a partner's share of partnership income 
or loss shall be equal to the partner's percentage interest in the 
capital of the partnership. 

69. (1) A contribution to a partnership by a partner of an Formation, 

asset owned by the partner is treated as a disposal of the asset by 
the partner to the partnership for a consideration equal to— 	dissohition 

of a 

(a) the cost base of the asset to the partner at the date on PaItneIhiP. 

which the contribution was made where all the 
following conditions are satisfied- 

(I) the asset was a business asset of the partner 
immediately before its contribution to the 
partnership; 
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the partner and partnership are residents at the 
time of the contribution; 

the partner's interest in the capital of the 
partnership after the contribution is twenty 
five per cent or more; and 

an election for this paragraph to apply has 
been made by the partners jointly; or 

(b) in any other case, the market value of the asset at the 
date the contribution was made. 

Where paragraph (a) of subsection (1) applies, the 
asset retaiis the same charactr in the hands of the vartnershid as 
it did in the hands of thepartr. 

Where there is a change in the constitution of a 
partnership or a partnership is dissoived,the former partnership 
is treated as having disposed of all the assets of the partnership 
to the reconstituted partnership or to the partners in the case of 
dissolution for a corisidcraton equal to- 

the cost base of, the asset to the former partnership at 
the date of the change in constitution where all the 
following conditions are satisfied- 

(I) the former partnership rand th reconstituted 
partnership are resident partnerships at the 
time of the change; 

twenty—five per cent or more of the interests in 
the capital.of the reconstituted partnership 
are held for twelve months after the change 

' by persons who wérèpartner. in the former 
partnership immediately before the change; 
and 

an election for this paragraph to apply has 
been made by 'the partners of the 
reconstituted partnership jointly; or 
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(b) in any other case, the market value of the asset at the 
date of the change in constitution or dissolution, 

- as the case may be. 

Where paragraph (ü) of subsection (3) applies, the 
asset retains the same character in the hands of the reconstituted 
partnership as it did in the hands of the former partnership. 

An election under this section shall be made in the 
partnership return of income for the year of income in which the 
contribution was made or the constitution of the partnership changed. 

70. (1) A partner's interest in a partnership is treated as a Cost be ol 

business asset of the partner for all the purposes of this Act, 

(2) Subject to subsection (3) and (4), the cost base of a 
partner's interest in a partnership is the amount the partner has 
paid for the interest plus- 

the cost base of any asset contributed to the 
partnership by the partner where paragraph (a) of 
subsection (1) of section 69 applies; and 

the market value of any asset contributed to the 
partnership by the partnership where paragraph 
(b) of subsection (1) of section 69 applies. 

(3) The cost base of a partner's interest in a partnership 
determined under subsection (2) is increased by the sum of the 
partner's share for the year of income and prior years of income of- 

partnership income; and 

income of the partnership exempt from tax under 
this Act. 

(4) The cost base of a partner's interest in a partnership 
determined under subsection (2) is reduced, but not below zero, 
by distributions by the partnership and by the sum of the 
partner's share for the year of income and prior years of income 
of partnership losses and expenditures of the partnership not 
deductible in computing its chargeable income and not properly 
chargeable to capital account. 
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Taxation' of Trusts and Benefiëiaries. 

71. In this Section and sections 72, 73, Wand 74- 

"chargeable trust income", in relation to a year of 
income meanS—. 

tie gross income of the 'trü5t (bthèr than an amount 
to .which subsection (1) of section 73 or 
subsection (1),of section 74 applies) ,for 'that year 
calculated as if the trust ;IS a rçsident taxpayer; 
less 

the total amount of,deductions allowed under this 
Act for expenditures or losses incurred by the 

- trust in deriving that incomé, 

"non—resident trust", in relation to a year of income, 
means a trust that ,is not a resident trust for that 
yea 

"qualified beneficiary" means a person referred to in 
paragraph (a). or (b) of the,defini,tion of 'qualified 
• benéfiiarj trust"; 

"qualified benefiéiary trust" means- 

a trust in relation to whicha person;' other than a 
• settlor, has a power solely exercisable by that 

person to vest the corpus or income of the trust:in 
that person; or., 

.a trust whose sole beneficiary is an individual or an 
individual's estate or appojntees,. 

but does not include a trust whose beneficiary .is an incapacitated 
person; 

"settlor" means a person who has 'traflsferred.property 
to, or conferred, a benefit •on,a trust for no 
consideration or.  for. a cOnsideration which is less 
than the market value of the .property trànsferredor 
benefit conferred; and 

ation. 
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"settlor trust" means a trust in relation to a whole or part 
of which, the senior has- 

the power to revoke or alter the trust so as to acquire 
a beneficial entitlement in the corpus or income 
of the trust; or 

a reversionary interest in the corpus or income of the 
trust. 

72. (1) Subject to subsection (s), the income of a trust is Principles 

taxed either to the trustee or to the beneficiaries of the trust, as 
provided in this Act. 

'Separate calculations of chargeable trust income 
shall be made for separate trusts regardless of whether they have 
the sametrustee. 

Income derived, or expenditure or losses incurred by 
a trust retain their character as to geographic source and type of 
income, expenditure, or loss in the hands of the beneficiary. 

A trust is required to furnish a trust return of income 
in accordance with section 93. 

A senior trust or a qualified beneficiary trust- 

(a) is not treated as an entity separate from the settior or 
qualified beneficiary, respectively; and 

(1) the income of such a trust is taxed to the senior or 
qualified beneficiary and the property owned by 
the trust is deemed to be owned by the settlor or 
qualified beneficiary, as the case may be. 

The trustee of an incapacitated person's trust is 
liable for tax on the chargeable trust income of the trust. 

Trustees are jointly and severally liable for a tax 
liability arising in respect of chargeable trust income that is not 
satisfied out of the assets of the trust. 
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Where a trustee has paid tax on the chargeable trust 
income of the trust under sections 73 or 74, that income shall not 
be taxed again in the hands of the beneficiary. 

aton of 	73. (1) Any amount derived by a trustee for the immediate 
or future benefit of any ascertained beneficiary, other than an 
incapacitated person, with a vested right to such amount is 
treated as having been derived by the beneficiary for the 
purposes of this Act. 

Where a beneficiary has acquired a vested right to 
any amount referred to in subsectin (1) as á result of the 
exercise by the trustee of a discretion vested in the trutee under 
a deed of trust, an arrangement, or a will of a deceased person, 
such amount is deemed to have been derived by the trustee for 
the immediate benefit of the beneficiary. 

For subsection (2) to apply to a beneficiary for a 
year of income, the trustee must have exercised the discretion by 
the end of the second month after the end of the year of income: 

Where subsection (1) or (2) applies; the beneficiary 
is treated as having derived the amount at thetime the amount 
was derived by the trustee. 

Where any amount to which subsection (1) applies 
is included in the gross inc,me' of the beneficiary for a year of 
income, the beneficiary shall be allowed a deduction in 
accordance with this Act for any expenditure or losses incurred 
in that year by the trustee in deriving that income. 

A trustee of a trust that is a reident trust for a year 
of income is liable for tax on the chargeable trust income of the 
trust for that year. 

A trustee of trust that is a non—resleent trust for a 
year of income is liable for tax on so much of the chargeable trust 
income of the trust for that year as is attributable to sources in 
Uganda. 
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(8) This section is subject to section 74. 

74. (1) Any amount derived by a trustee as executor of the 
estate of a deceased person shall, to the extent that the 
Commissioner is satisfied that such amount has been derived for 
the immediate or future benefit of any ascertained heir or legatee 
of the deceased, be treated as having been derived by such heir 
or legatee for the purposes of this Act. 

Where any amount to which subsection (I) applies 
is included in the gross income of the heir or legatee for a year 
of income, the heir or legatee shall be allowed a deduction in 
accordance with this Act for any expenditure or losses incurred 
in that year by the trustee in deriving that income. 

The trustee of an estate of a deceased person that is 
a resident trust for a year of income is liable for tax on the 
chargeable trust income of the estate for that year. 

The trustee of an estate of a deceased person that is 
a non—resident trust for a year of income is liable for tax on so 
much of the chargeable trust income of that year attributable to 
sources in Uganda. 

The trustee of an estate of a deceased person is 
responsible for the tax liability of the deceased taxpayer arising 
for any year of income prior to the year of income in which the 
taxpayer died. 

Taxation of Companies and Shareholders. 

75. (1) A company is liable to tax separately from its 
shareholders. 

(2) Subject to subsection (3), a dividend paid to a 
resident company, other than an exempt organisation, by another 
resident company is exempt from tax where the company 
receiving the dividend controls, directly or indirectly, 
twenty—five per cent or more of the voting power in the company 
paying the dividend. 

Taxation of 
cSIatC$ of 
dcccasd 
persons. 

Principles 
of taxation 
for 
cotnpanics. 
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(3) Subsection (2) does not apply to- 

a dividend paid to a financial institution by virtue of 
its ownership of redeemable shares. in the 
company paying the dividend; or 

a dividend to which Section 77 applies. 

	

Change in 	76. Where, during a year of income, there has been a 
i7s change of fifty per cent or more in the underlying ownership of 

a company, as compared with its ownership one year previously, 
the company is not permitted to deduct an assessed loss in the 
year of income or in subsequent years, unless the company, for a 
period of two years after the change or until the assessed loss has 
been exhausted if that ocurs within woyears after the change- 

continues to carry on the same business after the 
change as it carried on before the change; and 

does not engage in any new business or investment 
after the change where the primary purpose of the 
companyor the beneficial owners of the company 
is to utilise the assessed lOss sO as to reduce the 
tax payable on the income arisinifrom the new 
business or investment. 

	

Dividend 	 77. (1) Where a company takes part in a transaction in the 

	

npping. 	nature of dividend stripping and receives a dividend from a 
resident company in the transaction, the company receivingthe 
dividend shall include the dividend in its gross income to the 
extent to which the Commissioner considers necessary to offset 
any decrease in the value of shares in respect of which the 
dividend is paid or in the value of any other property caused by 
the payment of the dividend. 

(2) in any such transaction, the Commissioner may also 
reduce the amount of any deduction arising to the extent to 
which it represents the decrease in value of the shares or other 
property. 
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(3) In this. section, "dividend stripping" includes an 
arrangement under which- 

a company, referred to as the "target company," has 
accumulated or current-year profits, or both, 
represented by cash or other readily realisable 
assets; 

another company, referred to as the "acquiring 
company," acquires the shares in the target 
company for an amount that reflects the profits of 
the target company; 

the disposal of the shares in the target company 
gives rise to a tax-free capital gain to the 
shareholders in the target company; 

after the acquiring company has acquired the shares 
in the target company, the target company pays a 
dividend to the acquiring company, which in the 
absence of paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of 
section 75, would be exempt from tax in the 
hands of the target company; and 

after the dividend is declared, the acquiring 
company sells the shares for a loss. 

78. 	(1) Where a resident person, in this subsection Roll-over 

referred to as the "transferor", transfers a business asset, with or 
without any liability not in excess of the cost base of the asset, to 
a resident company other than an exempt organisation, in this 
subsection referred to as the "transferee", in exchange for a share 
in the transferee and the transferor has a fifty per cent or greater 
interest in the voting power of the transferee immediately after 
the transfer- 

(a) the transfer is not treated as a disposal of the asset by 
the transferor but is treated as the acquisition by 
the transferee of a business asset; 
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(b) the transferee's cost base for the asset is equal to the 
transferor's cost base for the asset at the time of 
transfer; and 

_(c) the cost base of a share received by the transferor in 
exchange for the asset 'is eqtal to the cost base of 
the asset transferred, less any liability assumed by 
the transferor in respect of the asset. 

(2) Where, as part of the Aiquidation of a resident 
company, in this subsection referred to as the "liquidated 
company", àbusiness asset is transferred td a shareholder being 
a resident company other than an exempt organisation, in this 
subsection referred to as the.. "transferee company", and, 
immediately prior to the transfer, the transferee company held a 
fifty per Cent or greater, interest in the voting power of the 
liquidated company- 

the transfer is not treated as a disposal of the asset by 
the liquidated company, but is treated as the 
acquisition of a business asset bythe transferee 
company; 

the transferee's cost base for the asset is equal to the 
liquidated company's cost base for the asset at the 
time of transfer; 

the transfer of the asset is not a dividend; and 

no gain or loss is taken into account on the 
cancellation of the transferee's shares in the 
liquidated company. 

(3) Where,.a resident.company or a group of resident 
conipanies is reorganised without any significant change in the 
underlying ownership or control of the company or group, the 
CommissiOner may- 

(a) permit any resident company involved in the 
reorganisation to treat the reorganisation as not 
giving rise to the disposal of any business asset or 
the •realisation of any business debt, as the case 
may be; and 
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'(b) determine' the cost base of any business asset held, 
or 'business debt undertaken, by the resident 
company after the reorganisation in order to 
reflect the fact that no disposal or realisation is 
treated as having occurred. 

PARr IX—INTERNATIONAL TAXATION. 

79. In this Part, 

"branch" means a place where - a person carries on 
business, and includes- 

a place where a person is carrying on business 
through an agent, other than a general agent of 
independent status acting in the ordinary course 
of business as'such; 

a plac where a persoii has, is using, or is installing 
substantial equipment or substantial machinery; 
or 

a place where a person is engaged in a construction, 
assembly, or installation project for ninety days 
or more, including a place where a person is 
conducting supervisory activities in relation to 
such a project; and 

"management charge" means any payment ma1e to any 
- person, other than I a payment of employment 

income, as consideration for any managerial 
services, however calculated. 

inter-
pretatloiL 

80. income is derived from sources in Uganda to the extent source of 

which it is— 	 income. 

(a) derived from the sale of goods- 

(i) in the case of goods manufactured, grown, or 
mined by the seller, the goods were 
manufactured, grown, or mined in Uganda; or 
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• (ii) in the case of goods,purchased by the seller, 

the agreement for sale was made in 

Uganda.wherever such aoods are to be 
deli vered; 

derived by a resident person in carrying on a 
business as owner or charterer of a vehicle, ship, 

or aircraft, wherever suh vehicle; ship, or aircraft 

may be operated; 

derived from any employment exercised or services 
rendered in Uganda; 

derived in respct of any employmenu exercisea or 
services rendered under a contract with the 
Government of Uganda, wherever the 
empkyment is exercised or servièes are rendered; 

derived by , a resident individual from any 

employment exercised or services rendered as a 
driver of a vehicle, or an officer or member of a 
crew of any vehicle, ship, or aircraft, wherever 
the vehicle, ship, or aiicraft may be operated; 

(f derived from the rental of immovable property 
located in Uganda; 

derived from the disposal of an interest in 

immovable property located in Uganda or from 
the disposal of a share in a company the property 
of which 	consists directly or indirectly 
principally of an interest or interests in such 
immovable property, where the interest or share 
is a business asset; 

derived from the disposal of movable property, other 
than goods, under an agreement made in Uganda 
for the sale of the property, wherever the property 
is to be delivered; 

an amount- 
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included in the business income of a taxpayer 
under subsection (5) of section 28 in 
respect of the disposal of a depreciable 
asset used in Uganda; or 

treated as income under section 63, where the 
deduction was allowed for an expenditure, 
loss, or bad debt incurred in the production 
of income sourced in Uganda; 

(j) a royalty- 

(i) arising from the use of, or right to use, in 
Uganda- 

any patent, design, trade mark, or 
copyright, or any model, pattern, 
plan, formula, or process, or any 
property or right of a similar nature; 

any motion picture film; 

any video or audio material,, whether 
stored on film, tape, disc, or other 
medium, for use in connection with 
television or radio broadcasting; 

any sound recording or advertising 
matter connected with material 
referred to in sub-sub-paragraphs 
(B)-(D); or 

() any tangible movable property; 

(ii) arising from the imparting of, or undertaking 
to import, any scientific, technical, 
industrial, or commercial knowledge or 
information for use in Uganda; 
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'(ui) arising fromihe use :of.or the right to use, or 
therëceipt of,or right to receive, in 
Uganda any video or audio material 
transmittedby satellite, cable, optic fibre, 
or similar technology for use in Connection 
with television or radio broadcasting; 

arising from the, rendering of, or the 
undertaking 'to render assistance ancillary 
to a matter referred to in sub-paragraphs (I), 
(ii), or (iii); 

arising frorñ' the total or partial forbearance in 
Uganda with respect to a matter referred to 
in sub-paragraphs (I), (ii), (iii), or (iv); or 

arising fror the disposal of industrial or 
intçllectual property used in Uganda; 

(k) interestwhere- 

(i) the debt obligation giving rise to the interest is 
Secüred by immovable property located, or 
movable property used, in Uganda; 

(u)4  the payer is a resident person; or 

the borró Wing rlates to a business carried on 
in uganda;' 

(1) ,a dividend or director's fee paid by a resident 
company; 

(in) a pension or annuity where- 

the pension or annuity is paid by the 
Government ofUganda or by a resident 
person; or 

the pension or annuity is paid in respect of an 
employment exercised or services rendered 
in Uganda;. 
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(ii) a'nattffal resource payment in respect of a natural 
resource taken from Uganda; 

a foreign currency debt gain derived in relation to a 
business debt which has arisen in the course of 
carrying on a business in Uganda; 

a contribution to a retirement fund made by a tax-
exempt employer in respect of an employee 
whose employment is exercised in Uganda: 

a management charge paid by a resident person; 

taxable in Uganda under an international agreement; 
or 

attributable to any other activity which occurs in 
Uganda, including an activity conducted through 
a branch in Uganda. 

(1) Foreign-source employment income derived by a Foreign 

resident individual is exempt from tax if the individual has paid employment 
income. 

foreign income tax in respect of the income. 

(2) A resident individual is treated as having paid 
foreign income tax on foreign-source employment income if tax 
has been withheld and paid to the revenue authority of the 
foreign country by the employer of the individual. 

(1) A resident taxpayer is entitled to a credit, in this Ioreign tax 

section referred to as a "foreign tax credit", for any foreign credit. 

income tax paid by the taxpayer in respect of foreign-source 
income included in the gross income of the taxpayer. 

(2) The amount of the foreign tax credit of a taxpayer 
for a year of income shall not exceed the Ugandan income tax 
payable on the taxpayer's foreign-source income for that year, 
calculating by applying the average rate of Ugandan income tax 
of the taxpayer for that year to the taxpayer's net foreign-source 
income for that year. 
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- 	(3) The calculation of the foreign tax credit of a 
taxpayer for a year of. income is made separately for foreign-
source business income and other income derived from foreign 
sources by the taxpayer during the year. 

(4) Foreign income tax paid by- 

a partnership is treated as paid by the partners; 

a trustee is treated as paid by the beneficiary wher& 
the income on which foreigi"income tax has 
been paid is included in the gross income of the 
beneficiary under this Act; or 

a beneficiary is treated as paid by the trustee where 
the income on which foreign income tax has 
been paid is taxed to the trustee under this Act. 

(5) For the purposes of this section, 

"average rate of Ugandan income tax", in relation to a 
taxpayer for a year of income, means the 
percentage that the Ugandan income tax, before 
the foreign tax credit, is of the chargeable income 
of the taxpayer for the year and, in the case of 

" taxpayer with both foreign-source business 
income and other income derived from foreign 
sources, the average rate of tax is to be calculated 
separately for both classes of income; 

"foreign income tax" includes a foreign withholding 
tax, but ddes not include a foreign tax designd 
to raise the level of the tax on the income so that 
the taxation by the country Of residence is 
reduced; and 

"net foreign-source income" means the total foreign-
source income included in the gross income of the 
taxpayer, less any deductions allowed to the 
taxpayer under this Act that- 
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relate exclusively to the derivation of the foreign-
source income; and 

in the opinion of the Commissioner, may 
appropriately be related to the foreign-source 
income. 

83. (1) A tax shall be charged for each year of income and Taxation of 
bmncb is hereby imposed on every non-resident company carrying on 

business in Uganda through a branch which has repatriated 
income for the year of income. 

(2) The tax payable by a non-resident company under 
this section is calculated by applying the rate prescribed in Part 
IV of the Third Schedule to the repatriated income of the branch 
of the non-resident company for the year of income. 

(3) The repatriated income of a branch for a year of 
income is calculated according to the following formula- 

A+(B-C)-D 
where- 

A 	is the total cost base of assets, net of liabilities, of the 
branch at the commencement of the year of income; 

B 	is the net profit of the branch for the year of income 
calculated in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles; 

C 	is the Ugandan tax payable on the chargeable income of 
the branch for the year of income; and 

D 	is the total cost base of assets, net of liabilities, of the 
branch at the end of the year of income. 

(4) In calculating the repatriated income of a branch, the 
total cost base of assets at the end of a year of income is the total 
cost base of assets at the conunencement of the next year of 
income. 
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(5) The tax imposed Under this §etti6ri is imaddition to 
any tax imposed by this Act on the chargeable income of the 
branch. 

Thx on 	 84. (l) Subject to this Act, a tax is heieby.imposed on every 
intemational non-resident person who derives any dividend, interest, royalty, 

natural resource payment, or managemetcharge from sçurces 
in Uganda. 

The tax payable by anón-rèsident person under this 
section is calculated by applying the 

11
rate prescribed in ParC IV 

of the Third Schedule to th ;gross amount bf the dividend, 
interest, royalty, natural resource payment, or management 
charge derived by a non-resident ierson: • 

Notwithstanding paragraph (1) of section 80, a 
dividend derived by a non-resident perscn is only treated as 
income derived-from sources inUaida for the purposes of This 
section to the extent to which thédividend is paid out of profits 
sourced in Uganda. 	 -. 

For the purposes of subsection (3), :where a resid&nt 
company has profits sourced both within and outside Uganc1a, 
the company is treated as having paid a dividend Out of the 
profits sourced in Ugaiida first. 

Interest paid by a resident cornpany in respect of 
debentures is exempt from tax under this Act where the 
following conditions are satisfied- 

the debentures were issued by the company outside 
Uganda for the purpoSe of raising a loan outside 
Uganda; 

the debentures were issued for the purpose of raising 
funds for use by the company in a business 
•carried on in Uganda; and 

the interest is paid outside Uganda. 
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85. (1) Subject to this Act, a tax is imposed on every non-
resident entertainer, sports person, or theatrical, musical, or other 
group of non-resident entertainers or sports persons who derive 
income from any performance in Uganda. 

(2) The tax payable by a non-resident person under this 
section is calculated by applying the rate prescribed in Part IV 
of the Third Schedule to the gross amount of- 

remuneration derived by a non-resident public 
entertainer or sports person; or 

receipts derived by any theatrical, musical, or other 
group of non-resident public entertainers or 
sports persons. 

(3) Tax is imposed under this section on any group 
regardless of whether or not the performance is conducted for 
the joint account of all or some members of the group. 

(4) Every member of a group shall be jointly and 
severally liable for payment of the tax imposed under this 
section and, subject to paragraph (c) of section 88, shall remit 
the tax due before leaving Uganda. 

86. (1) Subject to this Act, a tax is imposed on every non-
resident person deriving income under a Ugandan-source 
services contract. 

The tax payable by a non-resident person under this 
section is calculated by applying the rate prescribed in Part IV 
of the Third Schedule to the gross amount of any payment to a 
non-resident under a Ugandan-source services contract. 

Subsection (1) does not apply to a royalty or 
management charge charged to tax under section 84. 

In this section, "Ugandan-source services contract" 
means a contract, other than an employment contract, under 
which- 

Tax on 
paynnts to 
non-resident 
public 
entertainers 
or sports 
persons. 

Tax on 
payflnts to 
non-resident 
coniractors 
Or pro-
fessionals. 
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the principal 'purpos of. the contract is the 
performance of services which: gives rise to 
income sourced in Uganda; and 

any goods supplied are only incidental to that 
- purpose. 

Taxmionof 	87. (1) Subject to: this Act, a tax is imposed ot every non- 
resident person carrying on the business of ship operator, 

providing charterer, or air transport operator who derives, income from the 
shipping,air carriage of passengers who embark, or cargo or mail which is 
telecom- embarked in Uganda. 
municaflons  

The tax payable by a non-resident person under 
subsection (1) is, calculatedhy applying the rate, of tax 
prescribed in.Part VII of the Third Schedule to the gross amount, 
derived by the person.from the carriage. 

Subsection (1) does not apply to any income derived 
from thecarriage of passengers Vvho embarked, or 'cargo or maiL. 
which is embarked, solely as a result of, trans-shipment. 

Where a non-resident person carries on the business 
of transmitting messages, by cable, radio, optical fibre i  or 
satellite communication, the chargeable.. income of the person 
derived from the transmission of messages, by apparatus 
established in Uganda. whether or not such messages originated 
in Uganda. shall-be 'five per cent of the gross amount derived by 
the person in respectof the tranSmissiOn. 

88. (1) The 'ta' imposed on a nOn-resident person•'under 
provMMS sections 84, 85, and 86, and under subsection (1), of section 87 
taxes is a final tax on the income on which the tax.has been imposed 
imposed 	d  an - 

a) such income is nOt' included in' the gross income of 
under 

87. 	the " flOnresident person who has derived the 
income; 
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no deduction is allowed for any expenditure or 
losses incurred by the non-resident person in 
deriving the income; and 

the liability of the non-resident person is satisfied if 
the tax payable has been withheld by a 
withholding agent under section 121 and paid to 
the Commissioner under section 124. 

(2) In this section, "withholding agent" has the meaning 
in section 116. 

89. (1) An international agreement entered into between the Intemafional 

Government of Uganda and the government of a foreign country a5reemcnt. 

or foreign countries shall have effect as if the agreement was 
contained in this Act. 

To the extent that the terms of an international 
agreement to which Uganda is a party are inconsistent with the 
provisions of this Act, apart from subsection (5) of this section 
and Part X which deals with tax avoidance, the terms of the 
international agreement prevail over the provisions of this Act. 

Where an international agreement provides for 
reciprocal assistance in the collection of taxes and the 
Commissioner has received a request from the competent 
authority of another country pursuant to that agreement for the 
collection from any person in Uganda of an amount due by that 
person under the income tax laws of that other country, the 
Commissioner may, by notice in writing, require the person to 
pay the amount to the Commissioner by the date specified in the 
notice for transmission to the competent authority of that other 
country. 

If a person fails to comply with a notice under 
subsection (3), the amount in question may be recovered for 
transmission to the competent authority of that other country as 
if it were tax payable by the person under this Act. 
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Where an international agreement provides that 
income ; .derived from sources in Uganda, is exempt from 
Ugandan tax or is subject toa reduction in the rate  of Ugandan 
tax, the benefit of that exemption or reduction is not available to 
any,  person who, for the purposes of the agreement, is a resident 
of the other contracting state where fifty per cent or more of the 
underlying ownrship of that person is held by an individual or 
individuals who are not reSidëht o(that other Contracting State 
for the purposeg of thgre'éthnt. 

In this section, 'internationaI agreernent".means- 
an agreement with a foreign government providing 

for the relief of international double taxation and 
the prevention offiscal evasion; or 

an agreement with a foreign govenimentproviding 
:for reciprocal administrative assistance in the 
enforcement of tax liabilities: 

Thin 	 11 90. (1) Where a foreign-controlled resident company which is 
C . thI pIIS 	 f not a nancial institution has a foreign .debt4o-foreign equity ratio 

in excess of 2 to I at any time during a year of income, a deduction 
is disallowed for the interest paid by the company during that yer. 
on.that part of th debt which exceeds the 2 to I ratio. 

(2) In this section, 
"foreign-contr6ile4 resident domán" means a resident 

conipany in which fifty.percerit or •or of the 
Ondetiyingowbership or control of the èompany is 
held by a non-resident person ;  in this section 
referred to as the "foreign •cbntrôller", either alone 
or togethèrwith an associate or assàciates; 

"forein debt", in relation to a foreign-controlled 
resident company, means the greatest amount, at 
any time during a year of income, of the sum of- 

(a) the balance outstanding at that time on any debt 
obligation owed by the foreign-càntrolled 
resident coilipany to a foreign contr011er or non-
resident associate of the foreign controller on 
which interest is payable which interest is 
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deductible to the foreign-control led resident 
- company and is not included in the gross income 
of the foreign controller or associate; and 

(b) the balance outstanding at that time on any debt 
obligation owed by the foreign-controlled 
resident company to a person other than the 
foreign controller or an associate of the foreign 
controller where that person has a balance 
outstanding of a similar amount on a debt 
obligation owed by the person to the foreign 
controller or a non-resident associate of the 
foreign controller; and 

"foreign equity", in relation to a foreign-controlled 
resident company and for a year of income, means 
the sum of the following amounts- 

the paid-up value of all shares in the company 
owned by the foreign controller or a non-resident 
associate of the foreign controller at the 
beginning of the year of income; and 

so much of the amount standing to the credit of the 
share premium account of the company at the 
beginning of the year of income as the foreign 
controller or a non-resident associate would be 
entitled if the company were wound up at that 
time; and 

so much of the accumulated profits and asset 
revaluation reserves of the company at the 
beginning of the year of income as the foreign 
controller or a non-resident associate of the 
foreign controller would be entitled if the 
company were wound up at that time; 

reduced by the sum of- 

the balance outstanding at the beginning of the year 
of income on any debt obligation owed to the 
foreign-controlled resident company by the 
foreign controller or a non-resident associate of 
the foreign controller; and 
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(e) where the foreign-controlled resident company has 
accumulated losses at the beginning of the year of 
income, the amount by which the return of 
capital to the foreign controller or non-resident 
associate of the foreign controller would be 
reduced by virtue of the losses if the company 
were wound up at that time. 

PART X—ANTI-AVOIDANCE. 

rransactions 	91. (I) In any transaction between taxpayers who are 
between 	associates or who are in an employment relationship, the 
SSOCIkS 	Commissioner may distribute, apportion, or allocate income, 

deductions, or credits between the taxpayers as is necessary to 
reflect the chargeable income the taxpayers would have realised 
in an arm's length transaction. 

The Commissioner may adjust the income arising in 
respect of any transfer or licence of intangible property between 
associates so that it is comhiensurate with the income 
attributable to the property. 

In making any adjustment under subsections (1) or (2), 
the Commissioner may determine the source of income and the 
nature of any payment or loss as revenue, capital, or otherwise. 

RIWT 	92. (1) Forthe purposes of determining liability to tax under 
isation of 	this Act, the Commissioner may- 
income and 
dedUctiOns. 	 (a) recharacterise a transaction or an element of a 

transaction that was entered into as part of a tax 
avoidance scheme; or 

disregard a transaction that does not have substantial 
economic effect; or 

recharacterise a transaction the form of which does 
not reflect the substance, 

(2) A "tax avoidance scheme" in subsection (1) includes 
any, transaction, ..one of the main purposes of which is the 
avoidance or reduction of liability to tax, 
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PART XI—PROcEDURE RELATING TO INCOME TAX. 

Returns. 

93. (1) Subject to section 94, every taxpayer shall furnish a Furnishing 
of recurn of 

return of income for each year of income of the taxpayer not later 
than four months after the end of that year. 

A return of income shall be in the form prescribed by 
the Commissioner, shall state the information required, and shall 
be furnished in the manner prescribed by the Commissioner. 

Subject to subsection (4), a return of income shall be 
signed by the taxpayer and include a declaration that the return 
is complete and accurate. 

Where a taxpayer is legally incapacitated, the 
taxpayer's return of income shall be signed, and contain a 
declaration as to completeness and accuracy, by the taxpayer's 
legal representative. 

A taxpayer carrying on business shall furnish with 
the taxpayer's return of income a statement of income and 
expenditure and a statement of assets and liabilities. 

A person, other than an employee of the taxpayer, 
who, for remuneration, prepares or assists in the preparation of a 
return of income, or a balance sheet, statement of income and 
expenditure, or any other document submitted in support of a 
return, shall sign the return certifying that the person has 
examined the books of account and other relevant documentation 
of the taxpayer, and that, to the best of the person's knowledge, 
the return or document correctly reflects the data and 
transactions to which it relates. 

Where a person refuses to sign a certificate referred 
to in subsection (6), the person shall furnish the taxpayer with a 
statement in writing of the reasons for such refusal and the 
taxpayer shall include that statement with the return of income to 
which the refusal relates. 

Where, during a year of income-

(a) a taxpayer has died; 
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a taxpayer has become bankrupt, wound-up, or gone 
into liquidation; 

a taxpayer is about to leave Uganda indefinitely; 

a taxpayer is otherwise about to cease activity in 
Uganda; or 

the Commissioner otherwise considers it appropriate, 

the Commissioiier may, by notice in writing,'require the taxpayer 
or the taxpayer's trustee, s the case may be, to furnish, by the 
date specified in the notke, a return of income for the taxpayer 
for a period of less than 12 months. 

Where any person fails to furnish a return of income 
as required by this section, the Commissioner ma by notice in 
wnting appoint a person to prepare and furnish the return, and the 
return so furnished is deemed, for all the purposes of this Act, to be 
the return of the person originally required to furnish the return. 

Where the Commissioner is not satisfied with a 
return of income, the Commissioner,  may, by notice in writing, 
require the person who has furnished the reiurn to provide a 
fuller or further return of income. - 

cases where . 94. Unless requested by the Commissioner by notice in 
retun ICO O  writing, no return of income shall be furnished under this Act for 
required. a year of income- 

by a non-resident person where section 88 applies to 
. 	all the income derived from sources in Uganda by 

the person during the year of income; or 

by a resident individual- 

to whom subsection (4) or (5) of section 5 
applies; or 

whose total chargeable income for the y 	of 
income is subject to the zerà rate of tax 
under Part I of the Third Schedule. 
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95. (1) A taxpayer required to furnish a return of income Extensionof 
time 10 

under section 93 may apply in wnting to the Commissioner for fsh a 

an extension of time to furnish the return. 	 numof 
income. 

(2).. An .application under ibiëtii( 1) shall be made 
by the due date for furnishing of the return to which it relates. 

(3)r Where an application has been made •under 
subsection (l) and the 'Commissioner is satisfied that the 
taxpayer is unable to furnish the return by the due date because 
of absence from Uganda, sickness, or bther reasonable cause, the 
Commissioner may, by,  notice in writing, grant the taxpayer an 
extension of time for ftirnishing the return of a period not 
exèeding 90 das. - 

A person dissatisfied with a decision under 
subsection (3) may only challenge the decision under the 
objection and appeal procedure in this Act. 

The granting of an extension of tine under this section 
does not alter the due date for payment of tax under section 104. 

Assessments 

96. (1) Subject to section 97, the Commissioner shall, based Assessm 

on the taxpayer's return of income and on any other information 
available, make an assessment of the chargeable income of a 
taxpayer and the tax payable thereon for a year of incone within 
seven years from the date the return was furnished. 

(2) Where- 

a taxpayer defaults in furnishing a return of income 
for a year of income; or 	- 

the Commissioner is ot satisfied with a return of 
income for a year of income furnished by a 
taxpayer, 

the Commissioner may, according to the Commissioner's best 
judgement, make an assessment of the chargeable income of the 
taxpayer and the tax payable thereon for that year. 
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Where the Commissioner has made an assessment 
under paragraph (b) of subsection (2), the Commissioner shall 
include with the assessment a statement of reasons as to why the 
Commissioner was not satisfied with the return. 

In the circumstances specified in subsection (8) of 
section 93, in lieu of requiring a return of income, the 
Commissioner may, according to the Commissioner's best 
judgement, make an assessment of the chargeable income of the 
taxpayer and the tax payable thereon for the year of income. 

The Commissioner shall not assess any person for a 
year of income who, as a result of theoperation of section 94, is 
not required to furnish a return of income for that year. 

- (6) Where an assessment has been made under this 
section, the Commissioner shall serve a notice of the assessment 
on the taxpayer stating- 

the amount of chargeable incàme of the taxpayer; 

the amount of tax payable; 

the amount of tax paid, if any; and 

the time, place, and manner of objecting to the 
assessment. 

Self- 	 97. (1) Where a taxpayer has furnished a return of income 
asSeSSment. 

for a year of income, the Commissioner is deemed to have made 
an assessment of the chargeable income of the taxpayer and the 
tax payable on that chargeable income for that year, being those 
respective amounts shown in the return. 

(2) Where subsection (I) applies, the taxpayer's return 
of income is treated as a notice of an assessment served on the 
taxpayer by the Colnlrdssioner on the due date for furnishing of 
the return or on the actual date the return was furnished, 
whichever is the later. 
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(3) Notwithstanding subsection (I), the Commissioner 
may make an assessment under section 96 on a taxpayer in any 
case in which the Commissioner cnnsiders necessary 

4)Where the Commissioner raises an assessment in 
accordance with subsection (3), the Commissioner shall include 
with the assessment a statement of reasons as to why the 
Commissioner considered it necessary to make such an assessment. 

(5) This section only applies to those taxpayers specified 
in a notie published by the Commissionër in the Gazette as 
taxpayers to which this section is to apply for a year of income. 

98. '(1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), the Commissioner Additional 

may, within three yeai4 after service"of a notiôe of assessment, make acssmenls. 

- an additional assessment amending an assessment previously made. 

Where the need to make an additional assessment 
arises by reason of fraud or any gross or wilful neglect by, or on 
behalf of, the taxpayer or the discovery of new information in 
relation to the tax payable for any year of income, the 
Commissioner may make an additional assessment for that year 
at any time. 

The Commissioner shall not make an additional 
assessment amending an assessment in respect of an amount, if 
any previous assessment for the year of income in question has, 
in respect of that amount, been amended or reduced pursuant to 
an order of the High Court or the Court of Appeal unless such 
order was obtained by fraud or any gross or wilful neglect. 

An additional assessment shall be treated in all 
respects as an assessment under this Act. 

99. (1) As soon as is reasonably practicable after the expiry General 

of the time allowed under the Act for the furnishing of returns of 
income for a year of income, the Commissioner shall cause to be to 

smen1s. 
prepared a list of taxpayers assessed to tax in respect of that year, 

n.cs 
 

in this section referred to as an "assessment list", and the list shall 
contain in relation to each taxpayer assessed- 
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the taxpayer's name and address; 

the aii66nt of chargeable income upon which the 
assesment has been made; and 

the amount df tax payable. 

(2) In any proceedings, whether civil or criminal, under 
this Act, a document purporting to be an extract from an 
assessment list and certified by the Commissioner to be a true 
copy of the relevant entry in the list, shall bd prima facie 
evidence of the mattrs stated therein. 

(3) No notice of assessment, warrant, or other document 
purporting to be made, issued, or executed under this Act- 

shall be quashed or deemed to be void or voidable 
for want of form; or 

shall be affected by reason of mistake, defect, or 
omission therein, 

if it is, in substance and effect, in conformity with this Act and 
the person assessed or intehded to be assessed or affected by the 
document, is designated in it according to common intent and 
understanding. 

(4) Where the Commissioner is satisfied that an order 
made or document issued by the Commissioner contains a 
mistake which is apparent from the records and that such mistake 
does not involve a dispute as to the interpretation of the law or 
facts of the case, the Commissioner may, for the purposes bf 
rectifying the mistake, amend the order or document any time 
before the expiry of two years from the date of making or issuing 
the order or document. 

Objections and AppeaLc. 

Otection to 	100. (1) A taxpaer who is dissatisfied with an assessment 
usesment. 

may lodge an objection to the assessment with the Commissioner 
within forty five days after service of the notice of assessment. 
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(2) An objection to an assessment shall be - in writing 
and state precisely the grounds upon which it is made. 

'(3) The Commissioner may,iion application in writing 
by the taxpayer, extend the time for lodging an objection where 
the Commissioner is satisfied that the delay in lodging the 
objection was due to the taxpayer's absence from Uganda, 
sickness, or other reasonable cause. 

Where the Commissioner refuses to' grant an 
extension of time under subsection (3), the taxpayer may apply 
to the Tribunal for review of the decision within forty five days 
after service of notice of deision. 

After consideration of the objection, the Commissioner 
may allow the objection in whole or in part and amend the 
assessment accordingly, or disallow the objection; and the 
Commissioner's decision is referred to as an "objection decision". 

As soon as is practicable after making an objection 
decision, the Commissioner shall serve the taxpayer with notice 
of the decision:  

Where an objection decision has not been made by the 
Commissioner within ninety days after the taxpayer lodged the 
objection with the Commissioner, the taxpayer may, by notice in 
writing to the Commissioner, elect to treat the Commissioner as 
having made a decision to allow the objection. 

- 	(8) Where a taxpayer makes an election under 
subsection (7), the taxpayer is treated as having been served with 
a notice of the objection decision on the date the taxpayer's 
election was lodged with the Commissioner. 

101. (1) A taxpayer dissatisfied with an objection decision Appeal to 

may, at the election of the taxpayer- 
ibunal. 

(a) appeal the decision to the High Court; or 
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(b):appl for review of 	decision to aCtäx tribunal 
Testablishedby. Parliarent by law4or the purpose 
of settling tax disputes in accordance with clause 
(3)bfArticI&i52of the CónstiWtiÔn 

An appeal under subsection (1) tO the High Court 
shill be niàde by lodging a n6tice 6f.ápeal with thëRe1sfrir of 
the High Court within forty five dysàfter servie ofnotice Of 
the objection decision. 

A person hb has lodged a nôticë fappea1.with the 
Registrar of the High Court shall, within five working days bf 
doing so, serve a copy of the noicê Of appeal on the 
Commissioner. 

An appeai.to the High Court ndersubscflon (1) 
may be made on questions of law only and the notice of appeal 
shall state the question or questions of law that wilIbe iaiséd On 
the appeal. 

Appeal to 	102. (1) A party to a proceeding before the High court who 
is dissatisfied with the decision of the High Court may, with 
leave of the Court of Anveal. aDDeal the decision to the Court of 
Appeal. 

Burden of 	103 	!y  objection tO an assessment, any appeal of an 
rooL  

objectiOn decision tothe High Coutt, any review of an objection 
decision by a tax tribunal, or any appeal from the decision of the 
High Court or a tax thbunl in relatiOn to an objectiOn decision, 
the •onus is on the taxpayer to pro'e, on the balance of 
probabilitie, the extent to which the assessment made by the 
Commissioner j5T excessive 

I

or erroneous. 

- Collection and Recovery of Tax. 

Due date for 	104. (1) Subject to this Act, tax charged in any assessment 
payment of 

shall be payable- 
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in the case of a taxpayer subject to section 97, on the 
due date for furnishing of the return of income to 
which the assessment relates; or 

in any other case, within forty five days from the 
date of service of the notice of assessment. 

Subject to subsection (3), where a taxpayer has 
lodged a notice of objection to an assessment, the amount of tax 
payable by the taxpayer pending final resolution of the objection 
is thirty per cent of the tax assessed or that part of the tax not in 
dispute, whichever is the greater. 

The Commissioner may waive the amount or accept a 
lesser amount than is required to be paid under subsection (2) in a 
case where an objection has reasonably been made to an assessment. 

Upon written application by the taxpayer, the 
Commissioner may, where good cause is shown, allow for the payment 
of tax in instalments of equal or varying amounts as the Commissioner 
may determine having regard to the cimumstances of the case. 

Where tax is permitted to be paid by instalments and 
there is default in payment of any instalment, the whole balance 
of the tax outstanding shall become immediately payable. 

Permission under subsection (5) to pay tax due by 
instalments does not preclude a liability for interest arising under 
section 137 on the unpaid balance of the tax due. 

105. (1) Tax, when it becomes due and payable is a debt due to Ta as a 
debt 

the Government of Uganda and is payable to the Commissioner in 	
due tc 

the manner and at the place prescribed. 	 Govcmmei 
of Uganda 

Tax that has not been paid when it is due and payable 
may be sued for and recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction 
by the Commissioner acting in the Commissioner's official name, 
subject to the general directions of the Attorney-General. 

In any suit under this section, the production of a 
certificate signed by the Commissioner stating the name and address 
of the person liable and the amount of tax due and payable by the 
person shall be sufficient evidence of the amount of tax due and 
payable by such person. 
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Collection 	106. (1) Where the Commissioner has reasonable grounds to 
0111 

believe that a .person may leave Uganda permanently without 
eaving 	paying all tax due under this Act, the Commissioner may issue a 
Uganda 
peffmnentiy. certificate containing particulars of the tax due to the 

Commissioner of Immigration and request the Commissioner of 
immigration to prevent that person from leaving Uganda until 
that ierson- 

(a)'màkespãymeiitof tax in.full; or 

(b) provides a financial bond guaranteeingpayment of 
the tax due. 

A copy of a certificate issued under subsection (1) 
shall be served on the person named in the certificate if it is 
practicable to do so. 

Payment of the tax specified in the certificáté to a 
customs or immigration officer or the production of a éertificate 
signed by the Commissiner stating that the tax has been paid or 
secured shall be sufficient authority for allowing the person to 
leave Uganda. 

Recovexy of 	107. (1) Where a taxpayer fails to pay income tax on the date 
taxirom 
person 	on which it becomes due and payable, and the tax payable is not 
owing 	the subject of a dispute the Commissioner may, by notice in 
money to 
the 	wnting, require any person- 
taxpayer. 

owing or who may owe money to the taxpayer; 

holding or who may subsequently hold money for, 
or on account of, the taxpayer; 

holding or who may subsequently hold money on 
account of some other person for payment to the 
taxpayer; or 	 - 

having authority from some other person to pay 
money to the taxpayer, 

to pay the money to the Commissioner on the date set Out in the 
notice, up to the amount of tax due. 
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(2) The date specified in the notice under subsection (1) 
must not be a date before the money becomes due to the 
taxnaver. or is held on behalf of the taxpayer. 

(3) At the same time that notice is served under 
subsection (1), the Commissioner shall also serve a copy of the 
notice on the taxpayer. 

(4) Where a person served with a notice under subsection 
(I) is unable to comply with the notice by reason of lack of 
moneys owing to, or held for, the taxpayer, the person shall, as 
soon as is practicable and in any event before the payment date 
specified in the notice, notify the Commissioner accordingly in 
writing setting out the reasons for the inability to comply. 

(5) Where a notice is served on the Commissioner under 
subsection (4), the Commissioner may, by notice in writing- 

accept the notification and cancel or amend the 
notice issued under subsection (1); or 

reject the notification. 

(6) A person dissatisfied with a decision under 
subsection (5) may only challenge the decision under the 
objection and appeal procedure in this Part. 

(7) A person making a payment pursuant to a notice 
under subsection (I) is deemed to have been acting under the 
authority of the taxpayer and of all other r  persons concerned and 
is hereby indemnified in respect of the payment against all 
proceedings, civil or criminal, and all processes, judicial or extra-
judicial, notwithstanding any provisions to the contrary in any 
written law, contract, or agreement. 

(8) The provisions of this 'Act relating to the collectioi 
and recovery of tax shall apply to any amount due under this 
section as if it were tax due. 

108. (1) The Commissioner may recover any unpaid tax by Collection 

distress proceedings against the movable property of a person liable 
to nay tax in this section referred to as the "person liable", by issuing 
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an order in writing specifying the person against whose property the 
proceedings are authorised, the location of the property, and the tax 
liability to which the proceedings relate; and may require a police 
officer to be present while distress is being executed. 

(2) For the purposes of executing distress under subsection 
(1), the Commissioner may, at any time, enter any house or premises 
described in the order authorising the distress proceedings. 

(3) The property upon which distress is levied under thi 
section, other than perishable goods, shall be kept for ten days 
either at the premises where the distress was levied or at any 
other place that the Commissioner may consider açpropriate, at 
the cost of the person liable. 

(4) Where the person liable aoes not pay me tax due, 
together with the costs of the distress- 

in the case of perishable goods, within a period that 
the Commissioner considers reasonable having 
regard to the condition of the goods; or 

in any other case, within ten days after the distress is 
levied, 

the property distrained may be sold by public auction or in such 
other manner as the Commissioner may direct. 

(5) The proceeds of a disposal under subsection (4) shall 
be applied by the auctioneer or seller towards the cOst of taking, 
keeping, and selling the property distrained upon, then towards 
the tax due and payable, and the remainder of the proceeds, if 
any, shall be given to the person liable. 

(6) Nothing in this section shall preclude the 
Commissioner from proceeding under section 105 with respect 
to the balance owed if the proceeds - of the distress are not 
sufficient to meet the costs of the distress and the tax due. 
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All costs incurred by the Commissioner in respect of 
any distress may be recovered by the Commissioner from the 
person liable and the provisions of this Act relating to the 
collection and recovery of tax shall apply as if the costs were tax 
due under this Act. 

109. (1) The Commissioner may, by notice in writing, Rccovcry 
from agent require any person who is in possession of an asset, including 

money, belonging to a non-resident taxpayer to pay tax on behalf resident. 

of the non-resident, up to the market value of the asset but not 
exceeding the amount of tax due. 

The captain of any aircraft or ship owned or 
chartered by a non-resident person is deemed to be in possession 
of the aircraft or ship for the purposes of this section. 

The tax payable in respect of an amount included in 
the gross income of a non-resident partner under section 68 is 
assessable in the name of the partnership or of any resident 
partner of the partnership and may be recovered out of the assets 
of the partnership or from the resident partner personally. 

The tax payable in respect of an amount included in 
the gross income of a non-resident beneficiary as a result of the 
operation of section 73 or 74 is assessable in the name of the 
trustee and may be recovered out of the assets of the trust or from 
the trustee personally. 

A person making a payment pursuant to a notice 
under subsection (1) is deemed to have been acting under the 
authority of the taxpayer and of all other persons concerned and 
is hereby indemnified in respect of the payment against all 
proceedings, civil or criminal, and all processes, judicial or 
extrajudicia], notwithstanding any provisions to the contrary in any 
written law, contract, or agreement. 

The provisions of this Act relating to the collection 
and recovery of tax shall apply to any amount due under this 
section as if it were tax due. 
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Duties of 	110. (1) A receiver shall, in writing, notify the Commissioner 
within fourteen clays of being appointed to the position of 
receiver or of taking possession of an asset in Uganda, whichever 
occurs first. 

(2) The Commissioner may, in writing, notify a receiver 
of the amount which appears to the Commissioner to be 
sufficient to provide for any tax which is or will become payable 
by the person whose assets are in the possession of the receiver. 

(3) A receiver shall not part with any asset in Uganda 
which is held by the receiver in the capacity as receiver without 
the prior written permission of the Commissioner. 

(4) A receiver 

shall set aside, out of the proceeds of sale of an asset, 
the amount notified by the Commissioner under 
subsection (2), or such lesser amount as is 
subsequently agreed on by the Commissioner; and 

is liable to the extent of the amount set aside for the 
tax of the person who owned the asset; and 

may pay any debt that has priority over the tax 
referred to in this section notwithstanding any 
provision of this section. 

(5) A receiver is personally liable to the extent of any 
amount required to be Set aside under subsection (4) for the tax 
referred to in subsection (2) if, and to the extent that, the receiver 
fails to comply with the requirements of this section. 

(6) In this section, "receiver" includes any person who, 
inrespet to an aset in Uganda, is- 

a liquidator of a company; 

a receiver appointed out of court or by any court; 
- (c) a trustee for a bankrupt; 

(d) a mortgagee in possession;l 
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an executor of a deceased's estate; or 

any other person conducting the business of a person 
legally incapacitated. 

111. (1) Where any person who is the owner of land or Securityon 

buildings situated in Uganda fails to pay tax when due, the 
Commissioner may, by notice in writing, notify the person of the 
intention to apply to the Chief Registrar of Titles, in this section 
referred to as the "Chief Registrar", for such land or buildings to 
be the subject of security for tax as specified in the notice. 

If any person on whom a notice has been served 
under this section fails to make payment of the whole of the 
amount of the tax specified in the notice within 30 days of the 
date of service of the notice under subsection (1), the 
Commissioner may, by notice in writing, in this section referred 
to as a "notice of direction", direct the Chief Registrar that the 
land or buildings of the person, to the extent of the interest of 
such person therein, be the subject of security for unpaid tax in 
the amount specified in the notice. 

Where a notice of direction is served on the Chief 
Registrar under subsection (2), the Chief Registrar shall, without 
fee, register the direction as if it were an instrument or mortgage 
over, or charge on, as the case may be, such land or buildings and 
thereupon such registration shall, subject to any prior mortgage 
or charge, operate in all respects as a legal mortgage over or 
charge on such land or building to secure the amount of the 
unpaid tax. 

Upon receipt of the whole of the amount of tax 
secured under subsection (3), the Commissioner shall serve 
notice on the Chief Registrar cancelling the direction made 
under subsection (2) and the Chief Registrar shall, without 
fee, record the cancellation at which time the direction shall 
cease to exist. 
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Provisional Tax. 

Paymeni of 	112. (1) A person who derives or expects to derive any income pfovisional 

during a year of income which is not or will not be subject to 
withholding of tax at source under section 117, 118, or 119, or 
subject to tax under section 6 is liable to pay provisional tax under 
this section. 

(2) A provisional taxpayer, other than an individual, is 
liable to pay two instalments of provisional tax, on or before the 
last day of the sixth and twelfth months of the year of income, 
in respect of the taxpayer's liability for income tax for that year. 

(3) For the, purposes of subsection (2), the amount of each 
instalment of provisional tax for a year of income is calculated 
according to the following formula- 

50% x(A -B) 

where- 

A is the estimated tax payable by the provisional taxpayer 
for the year of income; and 

B is the amount of any tax withheld under this Act prior 
to.thë due date for payment ofthe instalment, from any amounts 
derived by the taxpayer during the year of income which will be 
included in the gross income of the taxpayer for that year. 

(4) A provisional taxpayer Who is an individual is liable 
to pay four instalments of provisional tax, on or before the last 
day of the third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth months on the year of 
income, in respect of the taxpayer's liability for income tax for 
that year:•• 

(5) For the pt -poses of subsection (4), the amount of 
each instalment or provisional tax for a year of income is 
calculated according to the following formula- 
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25%x(A -B) 

where- 

A is the estimated tax payable by the provisional 
taxpayer for the year of income; and 

B is the amount of any tax withheld under this Act, prior 
to the due date for payment of the instalment, from any amounts 
derived by the taxpayer during the year of income which will be 
included in the gross income of the taxpayer for that year. 

Upon written application by the taxpayer, the 
Commissioner may, where good cause is shown, extend the due 
date for payment of an instalment of provisional tax or allow for 
payment of such an instalment in equal or varying amounts. 

An instalment of provisional tax, when it becomes 
due and payable, is a debt due to the Government and the 
provisions of this Act shall apply for the purposes of the 
collection and recovery of provisional tax by the Commissioner. 

Each instalment of provisional tax shall be credited 
against the income tax assessed to the provisional taxpayer for 
the year of income to which the instalment relates. 

Where the total of the instalments credited under 
subsection (8) exceeds the taxpayer's income tax assessed for 
that year, the excess shall be dealt with by the Commissioner in 
accordance with subsection (3) of section 114. 

No instalment of provisional tax paid by a 
provisional taxpayer shall be refunded to the taxpayer other than 
in accordance with subsection (9). 

In this section, 

"estimated tax payable" has the meaning in section 
113; 

113. (1) A provisional taxpayer's estimated tax payable for a Esfirnated 

year of income is— 	
tax payable. 
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in the case of a taxpayer to whom subsection (5) of 
section 5 applies, the amount determined under 
the Second Schedule for that year as the tax 
payable on the gross turiicver of the taxpayer 
estimated for that year under subsection (2); or 

in anyother case, the amount calculated by app'ying 
the rates of tax in force for that year against the 
amouiit estimated under ubsection (3) by th 
taxpayer as thchargeable income of the taxpayer 
for the year. 

Every provisional taxpayer to whom subsection (5) 
of section 5 applies shall furnish an estimate of the gross 
turnover of the taxpayer for each year of income and shall 
include with the estimate for a year of income, a statement of the 
actual gross turnover of the taxpayer for the previous year of 
income. 

Every provisional taxpayer, other than a taxpayer to 
whom subsection (5) of section 5 applies, shall furnish an 
estimate of the chargeable income to be derived by the taxpayer 
for a year of income in respect of which provisional tax is or 
may be payable by the taxpayer. 

A provisional taxpayer's estimate undersubsection 
(2) or (3) shall be in the form prescribed by the Commissioner 
and shall be furnished to the Commissioner by the due date for 
payment of the first instalment of provisional tax for the year of 
income. 

A provisional taxpayer's estimate under subsection 
(2) or (3) shall remain in force for the whole of the year of 
income unless the taxpayer furnishes a revised estimate to the 
Commissionet which revised estimate shall only apply to the 
calculation of the provisional tax payable by the taxpayer after 
the date the revised estimate was furnished to the Commissioner. 
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(6) Where a provisional taxpayer fails to furnish an 
estimate of gross turnover or chargeable income as required by 
subsection (2) or (3), the estimated gross turnover or chargeable 
income of the taxpayer for the year of income shall be such 
amount as estimated by the Commissioner. 

Refund of Tax. 

114. (1) A taxpayer may apply to the Commissioner for a Refunds. 

refund, in respect of any year of income, of any tax paid by 
withholding, instalments, or otherwise in excess of the tax 
liability assessed to or due by the taxpayer for that year. 

(2) An application for a refund under this section shall 
be made to the Commissioner in writing within five years of the 
later of- 

the date on which the Commissioner has served the 
notice of assessment for the year of income to 
which the refund application relates; or 

the date on which the tax was paid. 

(3) Where the Commissioner is satisfied that tax has 
been over paid, the Commissioner shall- 

apply the excess in reduction of any other tax due 
from the taxpayer; and 

apply the balance of the excess, if any, in reduction 
of any outstanding liability of the taxpayer to pay 
other taxes not in dispute or to make provisional 
tax payments during the year of income in which 
the refund is to be made; and 

(4) Where the Commissioner is required to refund an 
amount of tax to a person as a result of- 

a decision under section 100; 

a decision of the High Court or a Tax Tribunal under 
section 101; or 
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() a:decision ofthe Courtof.Appeal under sec .tion 102, 

the Commissioner shall pay simple interest at a rate of two per 
cent per mOnth far the period corhffiencing onthe date 
paid the taxrefundedandendingdn the la.tdaydf the moAth in 
which the refund is made. 

(5) The Commissioner shall, within forty five days of 
making adecisionon a reftrndapplication under subsection (1), 
serve on the përsonapplying for therefUnd a notice in writing'of 
the decision. 

(6)A person dissatisfied with a, 	refeed to in 
subsectioi (6) may, nly challeflge they  decision under the 
objection and appeal procèdurè in this Act. 

PIRT XH—PROCEDURE RELATING TO 

- GROSS RENTAL.TAX 

Gross 	 115. (1) A resident individual charged to tax under section 6 
rentaltax 	 . 	. 	. 	 ..... 

shall furnish a return of gross jental income for each year of 
income not later than four mdnthsafté the end Ofthát year. 

(2) Sections 'a, 	-iri ana H4 apply;  with the 
necessary changes made,.to 'the:tax imposedundersection 6. 

PART XHI—WImH0LDING OF FAX AT SOURCE. 

Inteipre- 	116. In this P'ari- 
tauOn. 	 . 	 .. 	 -. 

"payee" means apersdn reëeiin myments from which 
tax is rëqüiredto be' withheld under this Part; and 

"Withholding ageiit" 'mean -si a person obliged to 
withhold tax under this PaEt 

iIo1ding 	117. (1) Every employer shall withhold tax from a payment 
empioy. of eniployñiént income .to an 'emloyee as prescribed by 

-. 	regulations made under section 165 
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The obligation of an employer to withhold tax under 

subsection (1) is. not reduced or extinguished because the 
employer has a right, or is otherwise under an obligation, to 

deduct and withhold any other amount from such payments. 

The obligation of an employer to withhold tax under 

subsection (1) applies notwithstanding any ocher law which 

provides that the employment income of an employee shall not 

be reduced or subject to attachment. 

118. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a resident person who Paymntof 
inlin%l to 

pays interest to another resident person shall withhold tax on the resident 

gross amount of the payment at the rate prescribed in Part V of 

the Third Schedule. 

(2) This section does not apply to- 

interest paid by a natural person; 

interest paid to a financial institution; 

interest paid by a company to an associated 

company; or 

interest paid which is exempt from tax in the hands 
of the recipient. 

(3) In this section, "associated company", in relation to 

a company, in this subsection referred to as the "payer 
company", means- 

a company in which the payer company controls 
fifty per cent ormore of the voting power in the 
company either directly or through one or more 
interposed companies; or 

a company which controls fifty per cent or more of 

the voting power in the payer company either 
directly or through one or more interposed 

companies; or 
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a company, in this subsection referred to as the 
"payee company', where another, company 
controls fifty per cent of the yoting. power in the 
payee and payer companies : either directly or 
through one or more interposed companies. 

Payment of , 119. '(1) A resident company which pays a dividend to a 
dividendS to resident shareholder shall withhold tax on the gross amount of msident 
shaztho1dei. the payment at the rate prescribed in Part V of the Third 

Schedule. 

(2) This section does not apply Where the dividiid 
income is exempt from tax in the hands of the shareholder. 

Payment for 	120. (1) Where the Government of Uganda, a Government 
goodsand institution, a local authonty, any company controlled by the 

Government of Uganda, or any person designated in a notice 
issued by the Minister, in this section referred to as the "payer", 
pays an amount or amounts in aggregate exceedingpne_million 
shillings to any,person in Uganda- 

for a supply of goods or materials of any kind; or 

for a supply, of any services, 

the payer shall.•withhold tax on the gross amount of the payment 
at the rate prescribed in Part Vffi of the Third Schedule. 

(2) Where— ' 

there are separate supplies of goods or materials, or 
of services and each stipply' is made for' an 
amount that is one million shillings or less, and 

it would reasonablybe expected ithat the goods or 
materials, or services would ordinarily be 
supplied in a áing1 supply for an amount 
exceeding one milliOn 9fifflings, 

subsection (1) applies to each supply 
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(3) Every person who imports goods into Uganda is 
liable to pay tax at the time of importation on the value of the 
goods at the rate prescribed in Part VIII of the Third Schedule. 

(4) The value of goods under subsection (3) shall be the 
value of the goods ascertained for the purposes of customs duty 
under the laws relating to customs. 

(5) This section does not apply to- 

a supply or importation of petroleum or petroleum 
products, including furnace oil, lubricants, other 
than cosmetics, and fabrics or yam manufactured 
out of petroleum products; 

a supply or importation of plant and machinery; 

a supply or importation of human or animal drugs; 

a supply or importation of scholastic materials; 

importations by organisations within sub-paragraph 
(ii) of paragraph (a) of the definition of "exempt 
organisation" in section 3; or 

a supplier or importer- 

who is exempt from tax under this Act; or 

who the Commissioner is satisfied has regularly 
complied with the obligations imposed on the 
supplier or importer under this Act. 

(6) The tax paid under subsections (1) and (3) is treated 
as withholding tax for the purposes of section 129. 

121. (1) Any person making a payment of the kind referred lnteniatioii 

to in section 84 or 86 shall withhold from the payment the tax 
levied under the relevant section. 

(2) Any promoter, agent, or similar person- 

(a) paying remuneration to a non-resident entertainer or 
sportsperson; or 
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(b) responsible for collecting the grOss receipts from 
•a performance in Uganda by a theatrical, musical, 

• or dther group of nonresidënc entertainers Or 
sportspersons, 

shall withhold from'the remuneration or receipts'the tax levied 
under section 85. 	 • 

(3) This section does not, apply where the payment is 
exempt from tax.  

on- 	 122. (1) Evry person who enters into ,an .agreement with a 
tsident 	non-resident for the provision of services by the non-resident ces 

which services give nse 10 iricome so'urced in Uganda shall, 
within thiity days Ofthe date 'oft entering into such agreement, 
notify the.Commissioner in writing of— - 

(a).the natureof such agreement; - 

(b)the likely duration of the agreement; 

the haiie and postal address of the non-resident 
person to"whorn payniërits under the agreement 
are to be made; and. 	, 

the tOtaIamount estimated to be payable under the 
agreement to the non-resident person. 

....- (2) The COmmissionet th'ay, bynotice in writing served 
on the person whO has nOtified 'the Commissioner under 
subsection -(1), 'require tht:person to withhold tax from any 
payment made under the agreement atthe rate specified by, the 
Commissioner in the notice. 

(3)Fhis section does not apply to a'.contract to which 
section 86 applies. 	 .• ,• 	 , 	

. ,? . 

ithholding 	123. Vih€r— 	•' 	 .:; 

' (a)"tax has beii 	ithuield under 'éctióh 118 on a 
payment of interst by a financial institution to a 

120 
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resident individual, other than in the capacity of 
trustee, resident retirement fund, or to an exempt 
organisation; or 

tax has been withheld under section 119 on a 
payment of dividends to a resident individual; 

the withholding tax is a final tax and- 

no further tax liability is imposed upon the taxpayer 
in respect of the income to which the tax relates; 

that income is not aggregated with the other income 
of the taxpayer for the purposes of ascertaining 
chargeable income; 

no deduction is allowed for any expenditure or 
losses actually incurred in deriving the income; 
and 

(/) no refund of tax shall be made in respect of the 
income. 

124. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a withholding agent shall 
pay to the Commissioner any tax that has been withheld or that wjiiijield. 

should have been withheld under this Part within fifteen days 
after the end of the month in which the payment subject to 
withholding tax was made by the withholding agent. 

Where a person withholds or should have withheld 
tax as required under subsection (2) of section 121, the tax shall 
be paid to the Commissioner within five days of the performance 
or by the day before the date the non-resident leaves Uganda, 
whichever is the earlier. 

The provisions of this Act relating to the collection 
and recovery of tax apply to any amount withheld under this Part 
as if it were tax. 
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Failure to 	125. (1) A withholding agent who fails to withhold 'tax in 
withhold 

accordance with this Act is personally liable to pay to the 
Commissioner the amount of tax which has not been withheld, but 
the withholding agent is entitled to recover this amount from the 
payee. 

(2) The provisions of this Act relating to the collection 
and recovery of tax apply to the liability imposed by subsection 
(1) as if it were tax. 

126. (1) Subject to subsection (3) a withholding agent shall 
Tax credit deliver to the payee a tax credit certificate setting out the amount 
certificates, of payments made and tax withheld during a year of income. 

A payee who is required to furnish a return of income 
shall attach to the return the tax credit certificate or certificates 
supplied to the payee for the year of income for which the return 
is filed. 

A withholding agent shall ai the end of each year of 
income deliver to the employee to which subsection (4) of 
section 5 applies a certificate selling Out the amount of tax 
withheld during a year of income. 

127. (1) A withholding agent shall maintain, and keep 
available for inspection by the Commissioner, records showing, 
in relation to each year of income- 

(a) payments made to a payee; and paymnts 

wthhdd. 	
(b) tax withheld from those payments. 

The records referred to in subsection (1) shall be 
kept by the withholding agent for five years of income after the 
end of the year of income to which the records relate. 

The Commissioner may call upon a withholding 
agent to allow an auditor to examine the agent's records to verify 
their accuracy against the agent's tax credit certificates. 

Tionty of 128. (1) Tax withheld by a withholding agent under this Act- 
rfthhdd. 	 (a) is held by the withholding agent in trust for the 

Government of Uganda; and 
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(b) is not subject to attachment in respect of a debt or 
liability of the withholding agent, 

and in the event of the liquidation or bankruptcy of the 
withholding agent, an amount withheld under this Act does not 
form a part of the estate in liquidation, assignment, or 
bankruptcy and the Commissioner shall have a first claim before 
any distribution of property is made. 

(2) Every amount which a withholding agent is required 
under this Act to withhold from a payment is- 

a first charge on that payment; and 

withheld prior to any other deduction which the 
withholding agent may be required to make by 
virtue of an order of any court or any other law. 

129. (1) The amount of tax withheld under this Part is treated MJUsmeflt 
on 

as income derived by the payee at the time it was withheld. ass=nmt 
and 

A withholding agent who has withheld tax under this wfthhokting 

Part and remitted the amount withheld to the Commissioner is treated üinn1ty. 

as having paid the withheld amount to the payee for the purposes of 
any claim by that person for payment of the amount withheld. 

Tax withheld from a payment under this Part is 
deemed to have been paid by the payee and, except in the case 
of a tax that is a final tax under this Act, is credited against the 
tax assessed on the payee for the year of income in which the 
payment is made. 

Where the tax withheld under this Part for a year of 
income, together with any provisional tax paid under section 112 
for that year, exceeds the liability under an assessment of the 
taxpayer for that year, the excess shall be dealt with by the 
Commissioner in accordance with subsection (3) of section 114. 

Where a person who pays tax in accordance with 
subsection (3) of section 120 is an individual whose only source 
of income is employment income, the tax shall be refunded on 
application by that person in accordance with section 114. 
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PART XIV—RECORDS AND INFORMATION COLLECTION. 

ccounts 	130. (1) Unless otherwise authorised by the,çommissioner, a 
md retOrds. 

taxpayer shall maintain in Uganda such records as may be 
necessary to explain the information provided in a return or in 
any 'other document furnished in terms of section 93 or to enable 
an accurate determinationf the tax payable by the taxpayer. 

The'Cómmissioner may disallow a claim for a 
deduction if the taxpayer is unable without reasonable excuse to 
produce a receiptor other record of the transaction,or to produce 
evidence relating to the circumstances giving rise to the claim 
for the deduction. 

The record or evidence referred to in this section 
shall be retained for five years. 

Business 	131. •(l)Everyperson carrying on 'business in Uganda Who 
information  
returns, 	makes a payment. of income sourced in Uganda, being services 

income, Other than. employment income, interest, royalties, 
management fees, or other income §peciried by -  the 
Commissioner shall furnish a return of such payments, in this 
section referred to as a "business informatiOn return", to the 
Commissioner within sixty days after the end Of the year of 
income in which the payrnIit was made. 

'(2) A business information return, shall be in the form 
specified by the Commissioner and shall state the, information 
requircd. 

(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to the payment of any 
income subject to withhOlding of tax at sOurce tinder Part XIII. 

Access to 	132. (1) In order to enforce a provision of this Aàt, the 

d Commissioner, 'or any officer authorised in writing by' the 
computers. Commissioner- 

(a) 'shall have at all times and without any prior notice 
full and free access to any premises, place, book, 
record, or computer; 
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may make an extract or copy from any book, recor4, 
or computer-stored information to which access is 
obtained under paragraph (a); 

may seize any book or record that, in the opinion of 
the Commissioner or authorised officer, affords 
evidence which may be material in determining 
the liability of any person to tax, interest, penal 
tax, or penalty under this Act; 

may retain any such book or record for as long as it 
may be required for determining a person's tax 
Liability or for any proceeding under this Act; and 

may, where a hard copy or computer disk of 
information stored on a computer is not provided, 
seize and retain the computer for as long as is 
necessary to copy the information required. 

No officer shall exercise the powers under 
subsection (1) without authorisation in writing from the 
Commissioner and the officer shall produce the authorisation to 
the occupier of the premises or place to which the exercise of 
powers relates. 

The occupier of the premises or place to which an 
exercise of power under subsection (I) relates shall provide all 
reasonable facilities and assistance for the effective exercise of 
the power. 

A person whose books, records, or computer have 
been removed and retained under subsection (1) may examine 
them and make copies or extracts from them during regular 
office hours under such supervision as the Commissioner may 
determine. 

All records, books, or computers removed and 
retained under subsection (1) shall be signed for by the 
Commissioner or an authorised officer and the Commissioner 
shall return them to the owner. 
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Where the records, books, or computers referred to in 
subsection (1) are lost or destroyed in the possession of the 
Commissioner, the Commissioner shall appropriately compensate 
the taxpayer for the loss or destruction. 

This section has effect notwithstanding any rule of 
law relating to privilege or the public interest in relation to the 
production of, or access to documents. 

In this section, "occupier" in relation to premises or 
a place means the owner, manager, or any other responsible 
person on the premises or place. 

Nolicclo 	133. (1) The Commissioner may, by notice in writing, 
obukin 	require any person, whether or not liable for tax under this Act- 
nr evidence. 	 . to furmsh, within the time specified in the notice, any 

information that may be required by the notice; or 

to attend at the time and place designated in the 
notice for the purpose of being examined on oath 
by the Commissioner or by an officer authorised 
by the Commissioner, concerning the tax affairs 
of that person or any other person and, for that 
purpose, the Commissioner or an authorised 
officer may require the person examined to 
produce any book, record, or computer stored 
information in the control of the person. 

Where the notice requires the production of a book, 
record, or computer-stored information, it is sufficient if such 
book, record, or computer-stored information is described with 
reasonable certainty. 

A notice issued under this section shall be served by, 
or at the direction of the Commissioner by a signed copy 
delivered by band to the person to whom it is directed or left at 
the person's last and usual place of business or abode, and the 
certificate of service signed by the person serving the notice shall 
be evidence of the facts stated therein. 
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Where the notice is not served personally on the 
person to whom it is directed, the service shall be witnessed by 

=-a-member of the executive committee of the local council. 

This section has  effect notwithstanding any ruie of 
law relating  to priviIege or the public interest in relation to the 
production of, or acess to docpments. 

Where any book, record, or computer-stored information 
refërrèd to in sections 130, 132, or 133 is nbt in English, the 
Commissioner may, by notice in.. writing, require the person 
keeping the book, record, or computer-stored information to 
provide, at the person's expense, a translation into English by a 
translator annroved by the Commissioner. 

Tax Clearance Certificates; 

A taxpayer- 

providing a passenger transport service;. 

providing a freight transport service where the goods 
vehicle used has a load capacity of more than 2 
tdnnes; 

supplying goods or services'to the Government; 

shall obtain a tax clearance certificate from the Commissioner as 
jrovided for in regulations made under section 165. 

Tax JdéAtfica1ionNünther. 

Books and 
records no 
in English 
language. 

Tax 
clearance 
certificate. 

136. (1) For puipOses of identification of taxpayets, the Tax 
identificabi 

Commissioner may  issue a number, to be known •. as a Tax 
Identification Number, to evàry taxpayer, 

(2) The Commissioner may require a taxpayer to show 
the Tax Identification Number in -any return, notice, or other 
document used for the purposes of this Act. 
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PART XV—OFFENCES AND PENAL11ES. 

Interest. 

ntcMt on 	137. (1) A person who fails- 
inpaid (ax 

to pay any tax, including provisional táx; 

to pay any penal tax; or 
il 

to pay to the Commissioner any tax withheld or 
required to be,withheld by the person from a 

- payment to another person, 

on or before the due date for.payment is liable for interest at a 
rate equal to two per cent per month on the amount unpaid 
calculated from the date on which the payment was due until the 
date onwhich payment is made. 

Interest paid by a person under subsection (1) shall 
be refunded to the person to the extent that the tax to which the 
interest relates is found not to have been due and payable. 

Where good cause is shown, in writing, by the 
person liable'for payment of interest, the Minister may, on the 
advice of the Commissioner, remit, in whole or in part, any 
interest charged under this section, 

Interest charged in respect of a failure to comply 
with sectwn 124 is borne personally by the withholding agent 
and no part of it is recoverable from the person who received the 
payment from which' tax was or should have been withheld 
under Part XIII which deals with withholding of tax 

Interest charged under this section shall besimple 
interest. 

The provisions of this Act relating to the collection 
and recovery of tax apply to'anyintrest charged under this 
section as if it were tax due. 	- 
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Offences. 

138. (1) A person who fails to furnish a return or any other Failure to 
furni document within fifteen days of being so required under this Act 	

? 

a  

commits an offence and is liable on Conviction to a fine not 
exceeding fifteen currency points. 

(2) If a person convicted of an offence under subsection 
(I) fails to furnish the return or document to which the offence 
relates within the period specified by the Court; that person 
commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not 
exceeding twenty currency points. 

	

139. (1) Any person who fails to comply with— 	 Failure to 
comply with 

any notice issued under section 107; or 	 McovM 
ptOvision. 

the requirements of section 110, 

commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not 
exceeding twenty-five currency points. 

Where a person is convicted of an offence under 
paragraph (a) of subsection (1), the court shall, in addition to 
imposing a penalty, order the convicted person to pay to the 
Commissioner the amount to which the failure relates. 

A person who notifies the Commissioner in writing 
under subsection (4) of section 107 is considered to be in 
compliance with any notice served on the person under subsection 
(1) of section 107 until the Commissioner serves the person with a 
notice under subsection (5) of section 107 amending the notice 
served under subsection (1) of section 107 or rejecting the person's 
notice under subsection (4) of section 107. 

140. A person who fails to maintain proper records under this Failurcto 

Act commits an offence and is liable on conviction to- 
 mAintain 

(a) where the failure was deliberate, a fine of not less than 
fifteen currency points or to imprisonment for a term 
not exceeding one year, or 
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(b) in any other case, a fine not exceeding twenty-five 
currency points. 

Failure to 	141. A person who, without good,cause, fails to comply with 
comply With a notice issued under section 133 commits an offence and is a seetlon 	 - 
133 notice, liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding twenty-five currency 

points. 

Improper 	142. A person who knowingly or recklessly usesafaIe 

Identifica- taxpayer identification number, including the taxpayer identification 
tion 	number of another person, on a return or document prèscnbed or 
Number, 	

used for the purposes of this Act, commits an c5ffnce and is liable 
on conviction to a fine of not less than twenty-five currency points 
or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year, or both. 

Making 	143. (1) A persomwho- 
false or 
misleading 	 (a) makes a statement to an: officer of the Uganda 

a emen S 	

Revenue Authority that is false or misleading in a 
material particular; or 

(b) omits from a statement made to an officer of. the 
Uganda Revenue Authority any matter or thing 
without which the statement  is misleading in a 
i'ñaterial particular, 

commits an offence and is liable on conviction t 

:(C) where the statement or'othission was made 
.npwingly or recklessly, a fine of not less -than 
tw.entyfiye currncy points or tq imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding one yer, or both-; or 

(d) in any other case, a fine not exceeding twenty-five 
currency noints. 

(2) It is a defence for the ccused person to prove that 
heor, she did not know, and could not reasonably be expected to 
have known tha( the statement to which the prosecution relates 
was' false or misleading 
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(3) A referencein this section to a statement made to an 
officer of the Uganda Revenue Authority is a reference to a statement 
made in writing to that officer acting in the performance of his or her 
duties under this Act, and includes a statement made- 

in an application, certificate, declaration, notification, 
return, objection, or other document made, 
prepared, given, filed, or furnished under this Act; 

in information required to be furnished under this Act; 

in a document furnished to an officer of the Uganda 
Revenue Authority otherwise than pursuant to this 
Act; 

in answer to a question asked of a person by an 
officer of the Uganda Revenue Authority; or 

to another person with the knowledge or reasonable 
expectation that the statement would be conveyed 
to an officer of the Uganda Revenue Authority. 

A person who obstructs an officer of the Uganda Obstructing 

Revenue Authority in the performance of duties under this Act 
the 

commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not Authonty. 

exceeding twenty-five currency points. 

Any person who aids and abets another person to Aid1ng Or 

commit an offence, referred to as the "original offence", in abcning 

this section under this Act, or counsels or induces another 
person to commit such an offence, commits an offence and is 
liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding twenty-five 
currency points or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 
one year, or both. 

(1) Any officer or any person employed in carrying out OfTences by 
officers and the provisions of this Act who— 	 persons. 

(a) directly or indirectly asks for, or takes in connection 
with any of the officer's duties, any payment or 
reward whatsoever, whether pecuniary or otherwise, 
or promise or security for any such payment or 
reward, not being a payment or reward which the 
officer was lawfully entitled to receive; or 
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(b) enters into or acquiesces in any agreement to do or 
to abstain from doing permit, conceal, or connive 
at any act or thing whereby the tax revenue is or 
may be defrauded or which is conuary to the 
provisions of this Act or to the proper execution 
of the officer's duty, 

commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine of not 
less than twenty-five currency points or to imprisonment for a 
term of not less than three months. 

(2) Any person who- 

directly or indirectly offers or gives to any officer 
payment or reward whatsoever, whether pecuniary 
or otherwise, or any promise or security for any 
such payment or reward, not being a payment or 
reward which the officer vãs lawfully entitled to 
receive; or 

proposes or enters into any, agreement with any 
officer in order to induce the officer to do or to 
abstain from doing, permit, conceal, or connive 
at any act or thing whereby tax revenue is or may 
be defrauded or which is contrary to the 
provisions of this Act or to the proper execution 
of the officer's duty, 

commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine of not 
less than twenty-five currency points or to imprisonment for a 
term of not less than three months 

Offcnce by '147. (1) Where an offence is committed by a company, e'ery 
COIn-CS. person who, at the time of the offence was committed- 

was a nominated officer, director, geiera1 manager, 
.secrctuy, or other similar officer of the company; or 

was acting or purporting to act in that capacity, 

is deemed to have committed the offence. 
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(2) Subsection (l) does not apply where- 

the offence was committed without that person's 
consent or knowledge; and 

the person has exercised all diligence to prevent the 
commission of the offence as ought to have been 
exercised having regard to the nature of the 
person's functions and all the circumstances. 

Notwithstanding anything contained in any written law, 
any officer duly authonsed. in writing by the Commissioner may 
appear in any court on behalf of the Commissioner in any 
proceedings in which the Commissioner is a party and, subject 
to the directions of the Attorney-General, that officer may 
conduct any prosecution for an offence under this Act and, for 
that purpose, shall have all the powers of a public prosecutor 
appointed under the Magistrates Courts' Act. 

(1) Where any person commits an offence under this 
Act other than an offence under section 146, the Commissioner 
may, at any time prior to the commencement of court 
proceedings, compound the offence and order the person to pay 
a sum of money specitied by the Commissioner, not exceeding 
the amount of the tine prescribed for the offence. 

The Commissioner shall only compound an offence 
under this section if the person concerned admits in writing that 
the person has committed the offence. 

Where the Commissioner compounds an offence 
under this section, the order referred to in subsection (I)- 

(a) shall be in writing and specify the offence committed, 
the sum of money to be paid, and the due date for 
payment, and shall have attached to it the written 
admission referred to in subsection (2); 

Officer may 
appear on 
behalf of 
Commi-
ssioner. 

Act No. 13 
of 1970. 

Compound-
ing 
offences. 
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shall be strvëd on the person who óommitted the 
offence; 

shall be final and not subject to any appeal; and 

may be enforced,in the same manner as a decree of 
any court for the paVmnt of the amount stated in 
the order. 

(4) Where the Cothmissionet compounds an offence 
under this Section, the person concernedshall not be. liable for 
proSecution in iep&t Of that offence or frenl tax. 

P'ace of 	150. (1) Any peksoh charged with committing an offence 
und6t this Act hIäy be proceeded .againt, tried, and pUnished in 
ahy place in Uganda ih which the person may, be ii custody for 
the offence as if the offence had been committed in that place, 
àid the offence shah,, for all purjoses. iiicidental to •or 
consequential upon the prosecutiOn, trial, or punishment of the 
offence, be deemed to have been committed in that place. 

(2) Nothing in subsection (I) shall preclude the 
prOsecution; trial, and• punishment of a persOn in any place in 
which;' but for this sectiOn, the person might have been 
prosecuted, tried, and puhished. 

Tax cha,cd 	151. The amount of any tax or interest due and payable under 
oeriid 	

this Act shall not be abated by reason only of the conviction or 
standing 	punishment of the persdri liable for paythent thereOf for an 
ProSeCution, 

offence under this Act or for the compounding of such offence 
under section 149. 

Penal Tax. 

Penal tax 	152. A person who fails to furnish a return of income for a 
for failure 
to furnish; 	year of incorOe within the time required under this Act is liable 
return of 	to pay apenal tax equal to twoper cent of the tax payable for 
income. 

that year or one currency point per month,, whichever is the 
greater, for the period the return is outstanding. 
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153. A person who deliberately fails to maintain proper Penal tax in 
relation to 

records br a year in accordance with the requirements of this records. 

Act is liable to pay a penal tax equal to double the amount of tax 
payable by the person for the year. 

Penal tax in 
relation to 
false or 
misleading 
statennts. 

154. (1) Where a person knowingly or recklessly- 

makes a statement to an official of the Uganda 
Revenue Authority that is false or misleading in 
a material particular; or 

omits from a statement made to an official of the 
Uganda Revenue Authority any matter or thing 
without which the statement is misleading in a 
material particular, 

and the tax properly payable by the person exceeds the tax that 
was assessed as payable based on the false or misleading 
information, that person is liable to pay a penal tax equal to 
double the amount of the excess. 

(2) Subsection (3) of section 143 applies in determining 
whether a person has made a statement to an official of the Uganda 
Revenue Authority. 

155. (1) A provisional taxpayer whose estimate or revised 
estimate of chargeable income for a year of income under section 
113 is less than ninety percent of the taxpayer's actual chargeable 
income assessed for that year is liable for penal tax equal to 20 
percent of the difference between the tax calculated in respect of 
the taxpayer's estimate, as revised, of chargeable income and the 
tax calculated in respect of ninety percent of the taxpayer's 
actual chargeable income for the year of income. 

(2) A provisional taxpayer whose estimate or revised 
estimate of gross turnover for a year of income under section 113 
is less than ninety percent of the taxpayer's actual gross turnover 
for that year is liable for penal tax equal to 20 percent of the 

Penal tax 
for under-
stating 
provisional 
tax 
estimates. 
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difference between the tax calculated in respect of the taxpayer's 
estimate, as revised, of gross turnover and the tax calculated in 
respect of mnety percent of the taxpayer's actual gross turnover 
for the year of income. 

Reooveiy of 	156. (1) Liability for penal tax is calculated separately with 
pcnai tax. 

respect to each section dealing with penal tax. 

(2) Subject to subsection (3), the imposition of penal tax 
is inaddition to any interest imposed under section 137 and any 
penalty imposed as a result of conviction Of an Offence. 

• 	(3) No penal tax is imposed on a person under section 
153 or section 154 where the persOn has been convicted of an 
offence under section 140 or 143 respectively for the same act 
or omission. 

if penal tax under section 153 or section 154 has 
been paid and the Commissioner institutes a jrosècution 
proceeding under sectiOn 140 or section 143 respectively in 
respect of the same act or omission, the Commissioner shall 
refund the amount of penal tax paid; and that penal tax is not 
payable unless the prosecution is withdrawn. 

Penal tax as assessed by the Commissioner under 
sections 152, 153, 154 and 155 shall be treated for all purposes 
as an assessment under this Act. 

Where good cause is shown, in writing, by the 
person liable to pay penal tax, the Minister may, on the advice 
of the Commissioner, remit, in whole or in part, any penal tax 
payable. 

Pr XVI—ADMINISTRATION. 

Delegation. 	157. The Commissioner may delegate to any officer of the 
Uganda Revenue Authority any duty, power, or function 
conferred or imposed on the Commissioner under this Act, other 
than the power to compound offences under section 149 and the 
power to delegate conferred by this section. 
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158. (1) Every person appointed under, or employed in Official 

carrying out the provisions of this Act shall regard and deal with 
SCCTCCY 

a1l. documents and information which may come to the person's 
possession or knowledge in connection with the performance of 
duties under this Act as secret and shall not disclose any 
information or document except in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act. 

No person appointed under, or employed in carrying 
out the provisions of this Act, shall be required to produce any 
document or communicate any information in the Tribunal or 
any court which has come into the person's possession or 
knowledge in connection with the performance under this Act 
except as may be necessary for the purpose of carrying the 
provisions of this Act into effect. 

Nothing in this section shall prevent the disclosure 
of information or documents to- 

the Minister or any other person where the 
disclosure is necessary for the purposes of this 
Act or any other fiscal law; 

any person in the service of the Government in a 
revenue or statistical department where such 
disclosure is necessary for the performance of the 
person's official duties; 

the Auditor-General or any person authorised by the 
Auditor-General where such disclosure is necessary 
for the performance of official duties; or 

the competent authority of the government of 
another country withwhich Uganda has entered 
into an agreement for the avoidance of double 
taxation or for the exchange of information, to 
the extent permitted under that agreement. 
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Any person receiving docUt.nents and information 
under subséctibn (2) or (3) is required to keep them secret thidei the 
provisions of this section, except to the minimum extent necessary 
to achieve the purpose for which the disclosUre is nëcssarv. 

Docümèhis and information obtained by the 
Commissioner in the performance of the Commissioner's duties 
and powers under this Act may be used by the Commissioner for 
the purposes of any othei fiscal law administered by the 
Commissioner. 

Any person who contravenes this sectioii'cornmits 
an offence and is liable on conviction to fihë not e*céedihg 
twenty-five du&ency poiits or to imprisohmént for a terni not 
exceeding one year, or both. 

Forms and Notices. 

onns and 	159. (1) Forms, notices, returns, statements, tables, and other 
otices 

documents required under this Act may be in such form as the 
on of 	Commissioner may determme for the efflcient administration of 

jocumenis. 
this Act and publication of such documents in the Gazette shall 
not be required. 

The Corñmissioner shall make the documents 
refeffel to in subsection (1) available to the public at the Uganda 
Revenue Authority, and at such other locations, or by mail, as the 
Commissioner may determine.. 

A notice or other dc)cumeiii issued 1  served, or given 
by the Commissioner under this Act is sufficiently authenticated 
if the name or titleof the Commissioner, or authorised officer, is 
printed, stamped, or written on the notice or docunient. 

eroce of 	160. . Unless otherwise provided in this Act, a notice or other 
iOticcs and  
dw 	document required or authonsed by this 1ct to be served- 
ocuments. 
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(a) on a person being a resident individual other than in a 
representative capacity, is considered sufficiently 
served if- 

personally served on that person; 

left at the person's usual or last known place of 
abode, office, or place of business in Uganda 
and the service witnessed by a member of the 
executive committee of the local council; or 

sent by post to sucn piace or aDooe, ornce, or 
place of business, or to the person's usual 
or last known address in Uganda; or 

(b) on any other person, is considered sufficiently served 
if- 

personally served on the nominated officer of 
the person; 

left at the registered office of the person or the 
person's address for service of notices 
under this Act; or 

it is left at or sent by post to any office or 
place of business of the person in Uganda. 

Rulings. 

161. (1) To achieve consistency in the administration of this Practice 

Act and to provide guidance to taxpaydrs and officers of the '° 
Uganda Revenue Aáthority, the Commissioner may issue 
Practice Notes setting out the Commissioner's interpretation of 
this Act. 

A Practice Note is binding. onthe Commissioner 
until revoked. 

A Practice Note is not binding on a taxpayer 
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'ivatc 	 162. (1) The Commissioner may, ujoii application in writing 
by a taxpayer, issue to the taxpayer a private ruling setting out 
the Commissioner's position regarding the application of this 
Act to a transaction proposed or entered into by the taxpayer. 

Where the taxpayer. has made a full and true 
disclosure of the nature of all aspects of the transaction relevant 
to the ruling and the transaction has proceeded in all material 
respects as described in the taxpayer's application for the ruling, 
the ruling shall be binding on the Commissioner with respect to 
the application to the transaction of the law as it stood at the time 
the ruling was issued. 

Where there is any inconsistency between a Practice 
Note and a private ruling, priority is given to the terms of the 
private ruling. 

RenLcsion of Tai 

emission 	163. (1) Where the Commissioner is of an opinion that the 
whole or any part of the tax due under this Act by a taxpayer 
cannot be effectively recovered by reason of- 

considerations of hardship; or 

impoasibility, undue difficulty, or the excessive cost 
of recovery, 

the Commissioner may refer the taxpayer's case to the Minister. 

(2) Where a taxpayer's case has been referred to the 
Minister under subsection (1) and the Minister is satisfied that 
the tax due cannot be effectively recovered, the Minister may 
remit in whole or part the tax due by the taxpayer. 

• PART XVII—MISCELLANEOUS. 

164. In this Part, "repealed legislation" means the provisions, 
Decrees,Acts,and subsidiaiy legislation repealed in section 167. 
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165. (1) The Minister may, by statutory instrutheñt, make Regulations. 

regulations for the better carrying into effect of the purposes of 
this Act. 

(2) Without prejudice to the general effect of subsection 
(1), regulations made under that subsection may- 

contain provisions of a saving or transitional nature 
consequent on the making of this Act; or 

prescribe penalties for the contravention of the 
regulations not exceeding a fine of twenty-five 
currency points or imprisonment not exceeding 
six months or both, and may prescribe, in the case 
of continuing offences, an additional fine not 
exceeding five currency points in respect of each 
day on which the offence continues. 

(3) Where regulations made under this section- 

adversely affect a person; 

are of a transitional nature; and 

are made within six months after the commencement 
of this Act, 

the regulations may provide that they take effect from the date on 
which this Act comes into force or a later dale. 

166. The Minister may, with the approval of Parliament, by Amendnnt 
of 

statutory instrument, amend— 	 Schedules. 

any monetary amount set out in this Act; or 

the Schedules. 

167. (1) The provisions, Decrees, and Acts specified in the Repeai. 

Seventh Schedule to this Act and any subsidiary legislation made 
under them are repealed or revoked as the case may be. 
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(2) Any right or privilege acquired by any person under 
the repealed legislation ceases to exist on the date this Act is 
published in the Gazette unless it is expressly provided in this 
Act or in regulations made under this Act that the right or 
privilege is to remain in existence. 

T.ansitional. 	168. (1) The repealed legislation continues to apjIy to years 
of income prior to the year of income in which this Act comes 
into force. 

All appointments made under the repealed 
legislation and subsisting at the date of commencement of this 
Ad are deemed to be aDoointments made under this Act. 

Any I àrrangeñient between the Government of 
Uganda and the Government of a foreijn country with a view to 
affording relief from double taxation made under section 47 of 

Deciec No. the Income Tax Decre 1974 or its predecesr and which is still 
1 of 1974. 

in force at 1st July 1997 continues to have effect under this Act. 

All forms and documents used in relation to the 
repealed legislation may continue to be used under this Act, and 
all references in those forms and documents to proiisions of, and 
expressions appropriate to, the repealed legislation are taken to 
refer to the corresponding provisions and expressions of this Act. 

A reference in this Act to a previous year of income 
includes, where the context requires, a reference to a year of 
income under the repealed legislation. 

Paragraph (d) of subsection (1) of section 3 of the 
Income Tax Decree 1974 continues to apply tà an amount 

T4O. referred to in paragraph (h) of subsection (1) of section 22 of this 
Act if the payer of the alimony, allowance, or maintenance has 
obtained a deduction for the . payment under th Income Tax 
Decree 1974 prior to the commencement of this Act. 
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Paragraph.(a) of.subsection (1) of section 19 and 
paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section 23 do not apply to 
business assets of a capital nature disposed of before 1st April, 
1998 or to business debts of a capital nature cancelled or 
satisfied before 1st April, 1998. 

Where, as a result of the application of this Act, a 
gain or loss on realisation of a liability is subject to tax being a 
gain or loss which would not otherwise have been subject to tax, 
the value of the liability on 31st March 1998 shall be used in the 
calculation of any income or deduction as from that date. 

Subject to subsections (10) and (II), where, as a 
result of the application of this Act, a gain or loss on disposal of 
an asset is subject to tax being a gain or loss that would not 
otherwise have been subject to tax, the cost base of the 7 et is 
calculated on the basis that each item of cost or expense 
included in the cost base and which was incurred prior to th? 
date is determined according to the following formula- 

CB x CPI D 
CPIA 

where- 

Cs is the amount of an item of cost or expense incurred 
on or before 30th June 1997 included in the cost base 
of the asset; and 

CPI D is the Consumer Price Index number published 
for the month ending on 30th June 1997; and 

CPI A is the Consumer Price Index number published 
for the month immediately prior to the date on which 
the relevant item of cost or expense was incurred. 

Where the taxpayer is able to substantiate the market 
value of an asset on 31st March 1998, the taxpayer may substitute 
that value for the cost base determined under subsection (9). 
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Where the asset referred to in subsection (10) is 
immovable property, the cost base of the property as at 31st 
March, 1998 is equal to the market value of the property as 
determined by the Chief Government Valuer. 

Paragraph (b) of subsection (4) of section 28 of this 
Act shall apply to depreciable assets acquired by a taxpayer 
before 1st July 1997. and held by the taxpayer at that date on the 
basis that the cost base of the asset is the cost of the asset less any 
depreciation deductions allowed under the repealed legislation in 
respect of that cost. 

For the purposes of subsection (7) of section 30, the 
"residue of expenditure" of an industrial building at 30th June, 
1997 shall be the residue of expenditure as determined under the 

Decree No. Income Tax Decree 1974 at that date. 
of 1974. 

The amoutit of a deduction allowed to a taxpayer 
under section 39 of this Act for the year of income commencing 
on 1st July, 1997 shall be determined under subsection (4) of 

Decree No. section 14 of the Income Tax Decree 1974. 
1 of 1974. 

The amount of a deduction allowed under sections 31 
and 32 of this Act in respect of start-up costs incurred or intangible 
assets acquired before this Act comes into force shall be calculated 
on the assumption that those sections had always applied. 

For the purpose of applying subsections (8) (14) 
to a taxpayer permitted to use a substituted year of income for the 
first year of income under this Act- 

the reference in those subsections to 31St March, 
1998 is retreated as a reference to the day 
immediately preceding the commencement of 
the first year of income of the taxpayer under this 
A; and 

the reference in those subsections to 1st April, 1998 
is treated as a reference to the first day of the first 
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year of income of the taxpayer under this Act. 
A taxpayer entitled to use a substituted year of Decree No. 

income under the Income Tax Decree 1974 is permitted to 
1 of 1974. 

continue to use that period as the taxpayer's substituted year of 
income under this Act until the Commissioner decides otherwise 
by notice in writing to the taxpayer. 

Where a taxpayer subject to tax under this Act but Decree No. 

who was not subject to tax under the Income Tax Decree 1974 
1 of 1974. 

is entitled to use a substituted year of income, the taxpayer is 
treated for the purposes of subsection (6) of section 40 of this 
Act as having a transitional year of income for the period 1st July 
1997 to the end of the day immediately preceding the start of the 
first substituted year of income after that date. 

Section 60 of this Act does not apply to a finance 
lease entered into before 1st July 1997. 

A reference in section 63 of this Act to a previously 
deducted expenditure, loss, or bad debt includes a reference to 
an expenditur loss, or bad debt deducted under the repealed 
legislation. 

A holder of a certificate of incentives validly in 
force at 30th June 1997 may elect for the exemption from tax, 
on corporate profits and the expemption from withholding tax, 
on dividends and interest paid to resident persons provided for Statute No. 

in section 25 of the Investment Code 1991 to continue to apply I of 1991. 

after 30th June 1997 until the exemption expires in accordance 
with that section. 

An election under subsection (21) shall be made in 
writing to the Commissioner by 31st December 1997. 

(23) ,  Notwithstanding the exemption referred to in 
subsection (21), a holder of a certificate of incentives validly in 
force at 30th June 1997 and who has made an election under 
subsection (21) shall furnish a return of income in accordance 
with section 93 prepared on the basis that the holder is not 
exempt from tax for each year of income the exemption applies 
under this Act. 
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(24) Where an exemption referred to in subsection (21) 
expires, the following provisions apply to the holder of the 
certificate of incentives- 

(a) subsections (8) - (14) apply to the person on the 
basis that- 

the reference in those subsections to 31St 
March, 1998 is treated as a reference to the 
day on which the exemption expired; and 

the reference in those subsections to 1st April, 
1998 is treated as a reference to the day after 
the day on which the exemption expired; 

(b) the amount of the deduction allowed under sections 
28, 30, 31, and 32 of this Act in respect of 
depreciable assets, industrial buildings, or 

- intangible assets acquired, or start-up costs 
incurred, before the exemption expired shall be 
calculated on the assumption that those sections 
had always applied; and 

(c) the amount of any assessed loss to be deducted in the 
first year of income after the exemption has 
expired is calculated on the basis that this Act and 
its predecessor has always applied to the person. 

(25) Subject to subsection (26), where the income of a 
person is wholly or partly exempt from tax under- 

a notice published in the Gazette under subsection 
(2) of section 12 of the Income Tax Decree 1974; 

DcNo. 	 or 
I of 1998. 

a provision in any agreement, 

the notice or provision shall have no effect under this Act unless 
the Minister has concurred in writing by 31 st December, 1997 
with the exemption provided for in the notice or provision.. 
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(26) Subsection (25) does not apply where the 
exemption is provided for in an agreement between the 
Government of Uganda and a foreign government or the United 
Nations or a specialised agency of the United Nations. 

SCHEDULES. 

FIRST SCHEDULE. 

Section'3. 
LISTED INSTITUTIONS. 

African Development Bank 

African Development Fund 

Aga Khan Foundation 

East African Development Bank 

European Development Fund 

European Investment Bank 

European Union 

Food and Agriculture Organisation 

International Bank for Reconstmction and Development 

International Civil Aviation Organisation 

International Development Association 

International Finance Corporation 

International Labour Organisation 

International Monetary Fund 

international Telecommunications Union 

Eastern and Southern African Trade and Development Bank 

United Nations related Agencies and specialised Agencies 
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SECOND SCHEDULE. 
Section 5. 

SMALL BUSINESS TAXPAYERS TAX RATES 

The amount of tax payable for the purposes of subsection (5) 
of section 5 by a taxpayer is- 

GROSS TURNOVER 
Where the gross turnover of the taxpayer 
does not exceed Shs. 20 million per annum 

Where the gross turnover of the taxpayer 
exceeds Shs. 20 million but does not 
exceed Shs. 30 million per annum 

Where the gross turnover of the taxpayer 
exceeds Shs. 30 milLion but does not 
exceed Shs 40 million per annum 

Where the gross turnover of the taxpayer 
exceeds Shs. 40 million but does not 
exceed Shs 50 million per annum 

TAX 

Shs. 100,000 

Shs. 250,000 or 1% of 
gross turnover, which-
ever is the lower 

Shs. 350,000 or 1% of 
gross turnover, which-
ever is the lower 

Shs. 450,000 or 1% of 
gross turnover, which-
ever is the lower 

The tax payable by a taxpayer under subsection (5) of section 
5 is reduced by- 

any credit allowed under subsection (3) of section 129 for 
withholding tax paid in respect of amounts included in 
the gross turnover of the taxpayer; or 

any credit allowed under subsection (8) of section 112 for 
provisional tax paid in respect of amounts included in 
the gross turnover of the taxpayer. 
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ThIRD SCHEDULE 

RATES OF TAX 

PART I 
Section 7(I) 

Income Tax Rates for Individuals 

1. The income tax rates applicable to resident individuals are- 

Exceeding Shs. 1,560,000 but not 
exceeding Shs. 2,820,000 

Exceeding Shs. 2,820,000 but not 
exceeding Shs 4,920,000 

Exceeding Shs. 4,920,000 

Rate of Tax 

Nil 

10% of the amount by which 
chargeable income exceeds 
Shs. 1,560,000 

Shs. 126,000 plus 20% of the 
amount by which chargeable 
income exceeds Shs. 1,560,000 

Shs. 546,000 plus 30% of the 
amount by which chargeable 
rncome excs Shs. 4,920,000. 

Chargeable Income 

Not exceeding Shs. 1,560,000 

2. The income tax rates applicable to non-resident individuals are- 

Chargeable Income 

Not exceeding Shs. 2,820,000 

Exceeding Shs. 2,820,000 but not 
exceeding Shs. 4,920,000 

Exceeding Shs. 4,920,000 

Rate of Tax 

10% 

Shs. 282,000 plus 20% of the 
amount by which chargeable 
hxvme exceeds Shs. 2820,000 

Shs. 702,000 plus 30% of the 
amount by which chargeable 
bxxmie exceeds Shs.4,920,000. 
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PAir 11. 
Sectn 8 

INCOME TAX RATE FOR COMPANIES 

I. The income tax rate applicable to companies, other than mining 
companies, for.thepurposes of Section 8 is 30%. 

Subject to paragraphs (3) and (4), the incOme tax rate 
applicable to mining companies is calculated according to the 
following formula- 

70 - 15001X 
where X is the number of the peiventage points represented by 
the ratio of the chargeable income of the mining company for the 
year of income to the gross revenue of the company for that year. 

If the rate of tax calculated under paragraph 2 exceeds 45%, 
then the'raçe of tax shall be 45%. 

If the rate of taxcalculated under paragraph 2 is less than 25%, 
then the rate of tax shall be 25%. 

hithisPati- 

"gross revenue", in relation to a mining company for a year of 
income, means- 

the amount shown in the recognised accounts of the 
company as the gross proceeds derived in carrying on of 
mining operations during the year of income, including 
the gross proceeds arsng from the disposal of trading 
stock, without deduction for expenditures or losses 
incurred in deriving that amount; and 

the amount, if any, shown in the recognised accounts of the 
taxpayer as the amount by which the sum of the gains 
derived by the taxpayer during the year of income from 
the disposal of business assets used or held ready for use 
in mining operations, other than trading stock, exceeds 
the losses incurred by the taxpayer during the year in 
respect of the disposal of such assets; id 

"mining company" #neans a company carrying on any mining 
operations in Uganda. 
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PART III 
Section 9. 

Income Tax Rare for Trustees, and Retirement Funds. 

The income tax rate applicable to trustees and retirement funds 
for the purposes of section 9 is 30%. 

PART IV 
Sections 83, 84, 85, and 86. 

income Tax Rate for Non-Resident Persons. 

The income tax rate applicable to a non-resident person under 
section 83, 84, 85, or 86 is 15%. 

PART V 
Sections 118 and 119. 

Withholding Tax Rate for Interest and Dividends 
for Resident Persons. 

The withholding tax rate applicable for interest and dividend 
payments to a resident person under sections 118 and 119 is 15%. 

II 
Section 7. 

Rate of Gross Rental Tax. 

The rate of lax applicable to an individual for the purposes of 
subsection (2) of section 7 is 20% of the gross rental income in excess 
of Shs. 1,560,000. 

PART VU 
Section 87(1). 

Rate of Tax applicable to Shipping and Aircraft income 

The rate of tax applicable to shipping and aircraft income under 
subsection (I) of section 87 is 2%. 

PART VIII 
Section 120. 

Withholding Tax Rate for Goods and Services Transactions. 

The withholding tax rate applicable for goods and services 
transactions and for imported goods under section 120 is 4%. 
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FOURTH SCHEDULE. 
Section 17. 

CHARGEABLE INCOME ARISING FROM SHORT-TERM 
INSURANCE BUSINESS. 

1. The chargeable income of a resident person for a year of 
income arising from the carrying on of a short-term inrance business 
is determined according to the following formula— 

A-B 
where— 

A 	is the total indome derived by the resident person for the year 
of income in carrying ona short-term insurance business as 
determined under paragraph 2; and 

B 	is the -  total deductions allowed for the year of income in the 
production of income referred to in A as determined under 
paragraph 3 

2. The total income derived by a resident persow for a year of 
income in carrying on a short-term insurance business is the sum of- 

the amount of the gross premiums, including premiums on 
reinsurance, derived by the person during the year of 
income in carrying on such a business in respect of the 
insurance of any risk, other than premiums returned to the 
insured; and 

the amount of any other income derived by the person during 
the year of income in carrying on such a business, 
including any commission or expense allowaiice derived 
from re-insurers and any income derived from 
invesiments held in connection with such a.business; and 

the amount of any reserve deducted in the prvious year of 
income under sub-paragraph (d) of paragraph 3. 

3. The total deductions allowed for a year of kincome  in the 
production of income from the canying on of a short..terin.:insurance 
business carried on is the sum of- 
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the amount of the claims admitted during the year of income 
in the carrying on of such a business, less any amount 
recovered or recoverable under any contract of re-
insurance, guarantee, security, or indemnity; and 

the amount of agency expenses incurred during the year of 
income in the carrying on of such a business; and 

the amount of expenditures and losses incurred by the person 
during the year of income in carrying on that business 
which are allowable as a deduction under this Act, other 
than expenditures or losses referred to in paragraphs (a) 

and (b); and 

the amount of a reserve for unexpired risks referable to such 
a business at the percentage adopted by the company at the 
end of the year of income. 

Where, for any year of income, the deductions allowed to a 
person under paragraph 3 exceed the income derived by the person as 
determined uQder paragraph 2, the excess may not be deducted against 
any other income of the person for the year of income, but shall be 
carried forward and deducted in determining the chargeable income of 
the person arising from the carrying on of a short-term insurance 
business in the next year of income. 

The chargeable income of a non-resident person for a year of 
income arising from the carrying on of a short-term insurance business 
in Uganda is determined according to the following formula- 

A-B 

where- 

A 	is the total income derived by the person for the year of income 
incarrying on a short-term insurance business as determined 
under paragraph 6; and 

B 	is the total deduction allowed for the year of income in the 
production of income referred to in A as determined under 
paragraph 7. 
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6. The total income derived by a non-resident person for a year of 
income in carrying on a short-term insurance business in Uganda is 
the sum of- 

the amount of the gross premiums, including premiums on 
re-insurance, derived by the person duqng the year of 
income in carrying on such a business in respect of the 
insurance of any risk in Uganda, other than premiums 
returned to the insured 	- 

the amount of. any other income clenveci by the person 
during the year of income in carrying on such a business 
in Uganda, including- 

any commission or expense allowance derived from 
re- insurance of risks accepted in Uganda; and 

any income derived from investment of the reserves 
zferable to such business carried on in Uganda: and 

(c)the amount of any reserve deducted in the tfrevious year of 
income under sub-paragraph (d) of piitagraph 7 

7. The total deductions allowed for a year of income in the 
production of income from the carr'mg on of a short-term insurance 
business in Uganda carried on by a non-resident person is the sum 

.of- 

the amount of th claims admitted during, the year of 
income in the carrying on of such a business, less any 
amount recovered or recoverable under any contract of 
re-insurance, guarantee, security, or indemnity; and 

the amount of agency expenses incurred during the year of 
income in the carrvina on of such a business: and 

the amount of expenditures and lóses incurred by the 
person dwing the year of income in carrying on that 
business which are allowable as a dedution Under this 
Act, other than expenditures or losses referred to in 
paragraphs (a) and (b); and 
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(d) the amount of a reserve for unexpired risks in Uganda 
referable to such a business at the percentage adopted 

-by the comnanv at 'the end of th7e1Lr of income. 

B. Where, for any year of income; the deductLons allowed to a 
person under paragraph 7 exceed the income derived by the person as 
determined under paragraph 6, the excess may not be deducted against 
any other income of the person for the year of income, but shall be 
carried forward and deducted in determining the chargeable income of 
the person arising from the carrying on of a short-term insurance 
business in Uganda in the next year of income. 

FthTH SCHEDULE. 
Section 20(3). 

VALUATION OF BENEFITS. 

1. The valuation of benefits for the purposes of subsection (3) of 
section 20 of this Act shall be determined in accordance with this 
Schedule. 

2. For the purposes of this Schedule, a benefit provided by an 
employer to an employee means a benefit that- 

is provided by an employer, by an associate of the 
employer, or by a third party under an arrangement with 
the employer or an associate of the employer; and 

is provided to an employee or to an 'associate of an 
employee; and 	- 

is provided in respect of past, present, or prospective 
employment. 

3. Where a benefit provided by an employer to an employee 
consists of the use, or availability for use, of a motor vehicle wholly or 
partly for the pnvae purposes of the employee, the value of the benefit 
is calculated according to the following formula- 

(20% xAxBIC)-D 
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where, 

A 	is the market value  of the motor vehicle at the time 
when it was first provided for the private use of the 
employee; and 

B 	is the number of days in the year of income on 
which the motor vehicle was used or available for 
use for private purposes by the employee for all or 
a part of the day; and 

C 	is the number of days in the year of income; and 

D 	is any payment made by the employee for the 
benefit. 

Where a benefit provided by an employer to an employee 
consists of the provision of a housekeeper, chauffeur, gardener, or 
other domestic assistant, the value of the benefit is the total 
employment income paid to the domestic assistant in respect of 
services rendered to the employee, reduced by any payment made by 
the employee for the benefit. 

Where a benefit provided by an employer to an employee 
consists of the provision of any meal, refreshment, or entertainment, 
the value of the benefit is the cost to the employer of providing the 
meal, refreshment, or entertainment, reduced by any consideration 
paid by the employee for the meal, refreshment, or entertainment. 

Where a benefit provided by an employer to an employee 
consists of the provision of utilities in respect of the employee's place 
of residence, the value of the benefit is the cost to the employer of 
providing the utilities reduced by any consideration paid by the 
employee for the utilities. 

Where a benefit provided by an employer 0'fin employee 
consists of a loan or loans in total, exceeding one million shillings at a 
rate of interest below the statutory rate, the value of; the benefit is the 
difference between the interest paid during the year of income, if any, 
and the interest which would have been paid if the loan had been made 
at the statutory rate for the year of income. 
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8. Where a benefit provided by an employer to an employee 
consists of the waiver by an employer of an obligation of the employee 
to pay or repay an amount owing to the employer or to any other 
person, the value of the benefit is the amount waived. 

9. Where a benefit provided by an employer to an employee 
consists of the transfer or use of property or the provision of services, 
the value of the benefit is the market value of the property or services, 
reduced by any, payment made by the employee for the benefit. 

10. Where a benefit provided by an employer to an employee 
consists of the provision of accommodation or housing, other than 
where paragraph (a) or (c) of subsection (1) of section 20 applies, the 
value of the benefit is the lesser of- 

the market rent of the accommodation or housing reduced 
by any payment made by the employee for the benefit; or 

fifteen per cent of the employment income, including the 
anount referred to in paragraph (a), paid by the 
employer to the employee for the year of income in 
which the accommodation or housing was provided. 

11. The value of any benefit provided by an employer to an 
employee which is not covered by the above clauses is the market 
value of the benefit, reduced by any payment made by the employee 
for the benefit. 

12. Paragraph (11) does not apply to any benefit expressly covered 
by paragraphs (a) or (c)-(h) of subsection (1) of section 20. 

13. In this Schedule, "statutory rate", in relation to a year of 
income, means the Bank of Uganda discount rate •at the 
commencement of the year of income. 
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SIXTH SCHEDULE. 
Sections 28, 29 and 30. 

DECLARATION RATES AND VEHICLE DEPRECIATION 
CEILING. 

PARTI 

Declining Balance Depreciation Rates for Depreciable Assets. 

Class 	 Assets included 	 Depreciation Rate 

1 	Computers and data handling equipment 	40% 

2 	Automobiles; buses and minibuses with a 
seating capacity of less than 30 passengers; 
goods vehicles with a load capacity of less 
than 7 tones; construction and earth-
moving equipment; 35% 

3 	Buses with a seating capacity of 30 or more 
passengers; goods vehicles designed to carry 
or pull loads of more than 7 tonnes; 
specialised trucks; tractors; trailers and 
trailer-mounted containers; plant and 
machinery used in fanning, manufacturing, 
or mining operations; 30% 

4 	Railroad cars, locomotives, and equipment; 
vessels, barges, tugs, and similar water 
transportation equipment; aircraft; 
specialised public utility plant, equipment, 
and machinery; office furniture, fixtures, 
and equipment; any depreciable asset not 
included in another class. 20% 

PART fl 

Vehicle Depreciation Ceiling. 

The amount for the purposes of subsection (11) of section 28 is 
Shs. 30,000,000. 
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PART Ill 

Straight-line Depreciation Rate for Industrial Buildings, 

The depreciation rate for the purposes of section 30 is 5%. 

PART IV 

Prescribed Areas 

The folloWmg areas are prescribed for the purposes of section 29 
Kampala, Entebbe, Namanve, Jinja and Njeru. 

SEVENTh SCHEDULE. 
Section 167. 

REPEALED LEGISLATION. 

The Income Tax Decree 1974, amendments to the Decree and 
subsidiary legIslation under the Decree, 

Section 25 of the Investment Code 1991. 

EIGHTH SCHEDULE 
Section 3 

CURRENCY POJNT. 

One currency point is equivalent to twenty thousand Ugandan 
Shillings. 
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